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ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
A major problem encountered by minority students in the public
school system is a Lack of encouragement or motivation to continue
	
^.
their education beyond high school. Those students who do decide to
go on are guided toward vocational traini ng, education, social work,
liberal arts, or sports. This is especially evident when one visits
	 j
the schools as a college recruiter. For instance, one hears comTents
such as,"they aren't college material, therefore wouldn't be interested."
There is a lack of awareness of opportunities both in career fields and
in financial aids available to continue their education. The continuing
myth that this particular group of people are best suited for vocational
careers is indeed difficult to overcome. It will continue to be a
deterirg factor to many minority students as long as educators use
statements such as the following to describe these students: (These
i
comments are taken from actual letters of recom endati.on written by
educators to the Edt^.cational Opportunities Program, recommending
	 }
students for entrance to the University) "As an underclassman, X saw
little value in acquiring an education. X is of minority background
... none of the children in his family have seemed to put much emphasis
on school and learning. X apparently had problems keeping himself
his high school year's suffered from states of depression ... in the event
that he is accepted at OSU he should be assigned a counselor who und er-
stands the various emotional problems of Native Amricans. X is very
'Indian. "' Cmuents from another counselor - same student: "Goal
mentioned is unrealistic." (This goal was to be a good writer. He had,
at this time, written several poems which had been published locally and
had started a novel which was well underway') "Reasonable, but difficult
to cmmunicate with." one of his teachers: "X had a difficult time in
high school. He was acutely aware of racial differences and often
became rather despondent about it. I believe X has waged his battle
with 'identity crisis' or whatever, and although still quiet, has formu-
lated some goals. He still, has a fear of failure..." When students ccar
in contact with educators which exl bit these attitudes towards different
cultures, color, or background, it is indeed difficult or impossible
to contemplate a career as an aerospace engineer.
At an Indian Education Conference in Portland, Oregon, there was
a discussion of these problems and of the difficulty in attracting
minorities, especially Native Americans, to the fields of engineering
and space. Mr. Jerry Elliott, of the Lyndon B. Johnson Space center,
Houston, Texas, pointed out that the National P.eronautics and Space
Administration was attetrpting to attract minority students by sponsoring
symposiums throughout the nation.
:.
	
	
A science and engineering symposium appeared as a logical and
unique way to present these areas of study to minority students and
wiz as very real career possibilities. The idea was exciting, so a
proposal was written and submitted to NASA by the autYnr, and subse-
quently funded by NASA under a pre--m-gotiated contract.
-2-
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On April 27th, and 28th, 1977, the Educational Opportunities Program
(FOP) at Oregon State University (OSU), and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) sponsored the symposium on Oregon State
University's campus in Corvallis, Oregon. The purpose was to create an
awareness wrong students of the opportunities available in the total
realm of space (science, engineering, and supporting industries), and to
encourage their to consider entering such fields. This total space concept
prcarpted the title "Mother Earth, Father Sky," from the Native American's
concept of the total environment. Because the number of women and minor-
ities represented in such careers is small, a special effort was made to
invite this segawat of the Oregon student population, to attend the
symposium.
The objectives of the symposium were first to create an awareness
of opportunities and then to motivate more minority youths and win to
select science and engineering as viable career choices, next to explore
the question of how aerospace technology careers and aerospace activities
can be made relevant to minorities and wcmen, and finally to provide
opportunities for minority aerospace scientists and engineers to interact
with the minority amity, particularly at the junior high, high school,
and college levels. In addition to these objectives, we sought to sting
late a greater interest among minority professors and students in the
NASA's research and development programs and help NASA's efforts to recruit
more minorities and women into its work force.
L
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ORGANIZATION, PLANNING, IMPLEMEWATTON
Initial Organization
On December 13 and 14, 1976, the initial planning session was held
at Oregon State University. Attending this meeting was Mr. Roscoe
Mbnrce, nASA Headquarters, Dir. Willie White and Mr. Garth Hull of the
Ames Research Center, Mr. Jerry Elliott of Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center,
advisory board members Mr. Solon Stone, School of Engineering, Mr. Olaf
Boedtker, School of Science, Mr. Edward Condon, School of Oceanography,
all of OSU, Mr. Richard Pizzo of the High School-College Relations Board,
Ms. Miriam Orzech, Director of the Educational Opportunities Program, OSU,
and the author. At this meeting Mr. White and the author were designated
co-directors of the symposium. Possible NASA resources were listed and
a tentative agenda was outlined. There were tA70 more such meetings held,
with the advisory board being expanded to include student representatives
f.rcm the three ethnic student unions on c.-npus.
On January 25, 1977, Ms. Judy Murray was hired as secretary and
on January 31, 1977, Ms. Diane Clayton was hired as coordinator for
the symposium. An office was established within the E.O. Program area
and work began.
Phsy ical Facilities
The Mria1 Union, located on the Oregon State University campus
in Corvallis, Oregon, was selected as the symposium site. It had been
decided at the initial sessions in December that small group sessions,
along with a limited number of large group sessions, could be the most
beneficial to students. Therefore, access to a building with Hany small
rooms was necessary. The M^mrial Union was the only building available
offering the necessary small rooms plus the Large ballroom for exhibits
and large sessions. By having the entire program in one building, it was
easier to facilitate the novement of students to the various small-group
sessions.
The largest or Main Ballroom was divided into two sections. Approx
imately one half was set up for general/large groups and the renaining
one half for NASA and contracting agencies' ek[. its. A series of
partitions were used to divide the ballroom in an attempt to control
the noise factor associated with people vieding the exhibits. A small
section of the ballroom was set aside for souvenir photographs to be
taken of the students. Seating capacity of one--half of this large roam
was approximately three hundred fifty. See the Appendix for a copy of
the floor plan. Folding chairs were placed in rotors across the room
facing the stage, frcm which the techno-drama, large and general sessions
%ere presented. additional space was available along one side of the
roan and had to be utilized the second day of the program to accommodate
additional. participants.
The other area of the Main Ballroom was used for the distribution
of box lunches, and, at the end of the day, for distributing complimentary
NASA pamphlets to interested students and teachers.
Two smaller bal.l.rccros, located to the side and on the sax floor
as the Main Ballroom, were utilized for small group sessions through-
out the clay. Ln one ballroom a video-monitor, along with a tele-lecture
telephone featured NA-SA-Ames. Research Center presenters. The other
ballroom contained OSU and contractor personnel who were available to
^s	r	 .....!.
	
j
discuss educational and career opportunities with their institutions or
organizations. During the lunch break, a special working lunch was held
for teachers in the ballroom set-up for the tele-lectures. Box lunches
were prepared by the University Food Service and served in the Main
Ballroom to student participants. Teachers were served in one of the
smaller ballrooms. University students in the Educational Opportunities
Program assisted in the lunch distribution.
Pcoms utilized for small group sessions were located on the first and
second floors of the Memorial Union. Maps of the floor plan were put in
several places in the building to assist students in locating rooms.
Floor plans are included in the Appendix.
A banquet was held for all university faculty and awn; n i strators,
industrial representatives, NASA officials., and EIOP staff and students
who had assisted with the symposium, Thursday evening, 6-9 pm, April
28, 1977. "The Forum," a new dining facility on campus was reserve--d for
this occasion. The buffett dinner was catered by the University rood
Service. Approximately 60 people were in attendance. The program
included entertainment by Mr. Roderick Lightner and Mr. Billy Bester,
EOP students, MAYA, a Chicano dance group, and a featured speaker,
Dr. Hans Mark, Director, Ames Research Center.
Program
Teehno--drama
A techno-dram was presented immdi.ately prior to the break-up for
the small group sessions. The drama was well received by both students
and staff and set the ny)od for the day. The dramatic -presentation. or
by Ms. Nichclle Nichols and Ms. Shirley Keith of hbmen. In Nbtion, Inc.,
from Los Angeles, California. The cast consisted of ten students, all
minorities, from Talent Search, Inc. in Los Angeles.
Program Presenters
A total of forty-seven people representing NASA, OSU, and private
.industry, served in the capacity of program presenters. A list of these
presenters and the titles of their presentations are included in the
Appendix. Industries represented were Rockwell -International, Hewlett-
Packard Corporation, Boeing Company, Bonneville Pacer Administration,
Pacific Northwest Bell, and Georgia Pacific Corporation. Oregon State
University's Oceanography, chemistry, Biochemistry, Microbiology, Statistics,
Educational Opportunities Program, and the Environmental Remote Sensing
Applications Laboratory DeparfTrants provided staff hers for program
presentations. NASA eras represented by staff from Washington Headquarters,
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Goddard Space Flight Center, Dryden Flight
Research Ct:t_r, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and Ames Research Center.
Copies of correspondence sent to all of these presenters can be found
in the Appendix.
Program Content
The program content included a variety of career information presen-
taticns in science and engineering. The schedule was designed to provide
for both Large group presentations and small group (ten to twenty)
presentations of twenty minutes duration. Based on results of previous
1
v^
space symposium, a decision was made to devote the major part of the
program to small group presentations in order to provide an opportunity
-7-
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for students to personally interact with program presenters. it was felt
that large group presentations were too imposing to encourage individual
students to ask questions of presenters. Large
 
group presentations
offered an opportunity for scene group cohesiveness and also provided a
method of including several program features that could not be aco=-
modated utilizing the small group, twenty-minute format.
The schedule and program for both days were essentially the same.
Two large group presentations and several small group presentations
were included. There were eighteen different small group presentations.
These were repeated several times throughout the day, both days. Students
had the opportunity to attend several of these, based on their career
interest areas. A copy of the program is located in the Appendix.
During the lunch hour, teachers attended a special, working Lunch in
one of the shall ballrooms. Teacher packets containing educational
information and materials were given to those teachers who attended.
Additionally, this time gave teachers an opportunity to interact with
NAWOSU personnel.
Each day ended with the entire group of students and teachers return-
ing to the Main BaL mom, for closing announcements and to complete program
evaluation forms that ware distributed at that tine.
Displays and exhibits remained open until 4:00 pm. Buses departed
from the parking area at approximately 4:00 pen.
Wednesday evening from 7-8 pm, April 27, a portion of the program, 	 4.z
presented earlier in the day, was made available to the c omnun; ty.
}i
Following the program, displays and exhibits r_nn-ined open until 9 pm,'
to allow people to browse. 	 F
p.
Arrangements  for Participants 	 a
initial Contact
Students from select-, schools throughout the state of Oregon, were
invited to come to the symposium.  The selection of schools invited to
participate was based on the numbers of minority students who attended
that scInol. The yearly census of the Oregon State Board of Education
and personal knowledge gained from recruiting visits were used as a
basis for locating areas where there is a large minority representation.
The junior high students invited to attend were from schools within a twn
hour driving time from Oregon State University, whine senior high students
frcm t,,_; Jely scattered areas of Oregon -vnre asked to come. Maps included
in the Appendix show areas where large numbers of minority students
attend school. Several let`s were sent to participating schools. These
letters contained information regarding registration, transportation,
lodging and meal arrangements for students and teachers planning to
attend the conference. Samples of these letters are included in the
Appendix. Additionally, students and staff from all com mnity colleges
and universities in Oregon were sent letters of invitation. Comity
organizations who have special interests in furthering opportunities in
higher education for minorities in the Northwest were sent invitational
letters. A list of these organizations can be found in the Appendix.
Ttuent six of the forty-four school districts invited, sent partici-
pants to the symposium. in all, thirty--eight junior high schools and
thirty--six senior high schools were represented. Several other junior
and senior high schools not included on the original list of invited
schools, also sent students and teachers to the conference. Son of the
scimols on the original invitation list, declined to participate. In a
a
.fi -9-
few cases, the amount of tiue and travel distance involved were given as
a reason for not wanting to send students. In other .instances, school
officials felt that the amount of student interest in this type of
program was not sufficient to warrant the school's involvenent. Finally,
some school superintendents and principals declined to respond to the
invitational letter or to follow--up phone calls.
The total nuTber of junior high students in attendance was approx-
imately three hundred seventy--four. High school student attendance
numbered four hundred fifty-six. During the two-day ocnference, over
seventy teacher/counselors participated. The Appendix includes a mailing
list and samples of correspondence sent to the various participants.
Transportation
In the first letter sent to participating districts, it was stated
that the symposium coordinator would mange transportation. Due to
various constraints, this did not prove to be feasible. Many school
districts are not conveniently served by ccmnarcial charter bus companies,
due to their location away frcan heavily populated areas. Therefore, in
all but the largest districts, schools arranged their awn transportation
and billed the OSU/NAM Sy mposim. In the larger districts, cram-rcial
Lodging
i
]Because some of the schools participating in the conference are located
quite some distance from OSU, it was necessary for students and teachers
from those schools to stay overnight. A decision was made to have
participants stay in campus residence halls. A list of the numbers of
students and teachers from each school who would need overnight accotamda--
tions was ccmpil.ed. The Assistant Director of Student Housing at OSU
furnished information concerning available space and assisted in the
coordination of arrangements with the various residence halls. Due to
the fact that available space was limited., and certain halls are limited
to one sex, it was not possible to have all students and teachers from
3
one school stay in the same residence hall. This created some
among teachers about responsibility for student supervision. No overt
problems developed in this respect.
Meals
Box lunches, catered by the University Food Service were provided
for all participants and presenters. It was necessary to notify the
Food Service several clays in advance regarding the expected number of
people who would be served lunch. A closer count was given twenty-
four hours prior to the syRU-osium opening. Due to "no-shows" and a
large numbber of last-minute registrants, it was difficult to predict the
number of lunches needed with complete accuracy.
tcashier at th.,e residence hall. The symposium was then billed for these
meals.
Registration
Individual registration forms for each student who would be attending
the symposiun were mailed to participating schools, along with a list of
goals for the symposiun and a list of quidelines for selecting student
participants. Students who were selected by their school to attend the
conference, completed the registration form by filling in their names,
school, and school district, and ranking the career areas, according to
their interests. These completed forms were then returned to us and
were used as the basis for scheduling students into small group presenta-
tions.
WY!en scheduling students, several contingencies had to be considered:
• Some of the rotes being used for small group presenta-
tions were smaller than others.
• The presentations were divided into four categories;
Biological Sciences, Envirormmental and Physical_ Sciences,
P.^sospace science and Engineering, and Engineering and
Ocuputer Science. The number of presenters in each area
varied, and student selection was not evenly dispersed,
an mg these four areas.
• During four of the six or seven time periods allotted
for small group sessions each day, one-half of the
students were to be scheduled into a two--period time
L7. 1. L^^ ^ ^^^^.1 ^^^. ^.^1+.i^.^.^ L•. A'1 ...r.. ....-. T.l ^ .1n
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during these tim periods, the nuTber of students
attending the small group sessions was reduced to
one-half of the total in attendance.
* A student could not be scheduled into the same small
group session twice.
In order to schedule students and teachers, and allow for all these
contingencies, a plan for scheduling was devised. A copy can be found
in the Appendix. After participants were scheduled, a hook of tickets
was prepared for each. Each ticket listed a small group session number
and a room number for that session. A ticket for lunch and for a souvenir
photograph were also included. The intent was that presenters would tear
off a ticket for each student who attended his/her presentation. The
rationale for this :method was to give students a schedule to follow, get
an accurate count of attendance, prevent overcrowding in the smaller rooms,
and expedite the traffic flow. Many presenters did not collect tickets
and scoe participants did not follow their schedule. Therefore, the
usefulness of this idea was not fully tested.
Publicity
An attempt to initiate publicity for the	 	 	 symposium was made in early
March. However, the Oregon State University publication, „The Oregon
Stater," was the only one which printed the article. Publications,
a
newspapers, and television stations were contacted to determine their
reasons for not publicizing the event. The reason given for the lack of
response was that it was too soon to publicize at that t3nne, but that
they would be interested at a later time closer to the symposium date.
Due to the amount of time and effort required for adequate publicity
-13-
iwithin the four week time limit imposed by the media, a decision was made
to accept the volunteer services of M. Connie Fullerton as publicity
agent. Ais . Fullerton has previous experience in this fiele. Uri.thi n. the
state and was instal in obtaining tl-- cooperation and excellent
coverage the symposium received f=a the neLmpapers and television stations.
Newspaper and television interviews, both lave and taped, were arranged.
Visits by Nichelle Nichols to the schools and a community college were
also scheduled. It is important bo emphasize the importance good
publicity coverage plays in the success of a symposium such as this.
Although the facilities and the limited duration of the symposium imposed
a limit on the nunber of participants, personal ccamunication since the
symposium indicates that at least -twice as many students were anxious to
participate. The author feels that this is a result of good publicity
coverage. Nbrepver, the unexpected public response to the evening session
proves that an informed public will respond.
Ms. Fullerton is to be cc mended for the excellent coverage received
an the short period of time in which she had to do the job.
Security Arrangements and 11 ability Insurance
Due to the nature of the physical facilities available for the
displays and exhibits it was necessary to make arrangements for security,
both during the day and in the evening. The security staff of the Memorial
Union is on duty frcrn 7:00 am until 11:00 gn. During this time an hourly
check was made by that person. A special security guard was hired for
11:00 pm to 7:00 am, frun the University Campus security Office.
contractual agreements with mm, required provision to be made for
display. The Atny FDM supplied volunteers for this purpose. Mile not
on display the mmn rock was locked in the blamrial Union vault.
It was also stated m the contract that all exhibits on loan from
NASA had to be covered by insurance. The insurance regularly carried
by OSU was found to be sufficient for this purpose.
Audio-Visual DEui p^alt
The invitational letter to the eighteen presenters asked that they
dramatically present information about careers to the students who cam
to their presentations. 'Wherefore, almost all of the presenters requested
us to make various pieces of audio-visual equi pment available to therm.
The audio--visual department on campus, IRAM, was contacted to make
arrangements to rent this equipment. A copy of the audio-visual needs
is included in the Appendix. The audio-visual department was supplied
with a copy of the program and room numbers where equipment was to be
delivered. A trouble-shooter was also hired to be on duty a11 day, both
days, to be available, if needed, in the event of equipment breakdown.
Because sate of the rccms used for small gorup presentations could not
be reserved overnight, much of the audio-visual equigreZZt had to be
stored in one or two roams in the trial Union. Following the conclu-
sion of the symposium on Thursday, the audio-visual staff collected and
returned all of the equiFnent to their departumt. With the exception
of srne equi.pcent breakdowns and Last minute requests for equipment
by presenters, audio-visual arran	 is went smzothly.
_15_
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III.
EVALTT ZION
There were seventy adults (teachers, counselors, parents, etc.)
attending the symposium, with 67 per cent completing the evaluation
form. of that 67 per cent, 32 per cent were male, junior high -teachers;
23 per cent were male, senior high teachers; 15 per cent were female,
junior high teachers; 13 per cent were female, senior high associated
adults; 9 per cent were junior high teachers with sex undesignated; and
the same 9 per cent in this category for the senior high teachers.
With reference to the junior high teachers, we observed that only
approximately one third of those completing the evaluation form were
wcmen.
For easy reference, the author has included the statistical data
in the format on the following page. For an understanding of the
questions presented to the participants, please see -the Evaluation
Form, in the Appendix.
As you will note, both male and female junior high teachers
evaluated the dramatic presentation, on the whole, as favorable.
F`rcm the results of the evaluations, one can conclude that the
junior high teachers were more iupressed favorably than unfavorably with
the symposium presentations. The small and large groups- were most
favorably evaluated. one reason the large group, "Easily Understood"
section was rated below average may be due to the noise factor, since
these were held in the Main Ballroom where the exhibits were on display.
-16--
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Legend: Hg High Rating
	
Av - Average Rating
	
LW - Lour Rating	 NC -- No Comment
All figures represent percents
On the following chart the questions are abbreviated for utility. Please see
the Evaluation Form in the Appendix for the unabridged questions.
Total represents rating percentage of total response in each category
SESSION
Dramatic Presentation:
informative
Interesting
Easily understood
Questions
Enter Science Career
Displays and Exhibits:
Informative
Interesting
Eaisly understood
Questions
Enter science Career
14ALE FEMALE UN.DESIGNATED
Ha Av Let NC AV LW NC Hg AV LW NC
40 27 13 20 43 28.5 28.5 -- 25 25 25 25
53 20 7 20 72 - 14 14 '75 - 25 --
33 27 20 20 43 43 - 14 100 - - -
13 13 47 27 29 - 14 57 - - 75 25
20 20 27 33 -- 14 14 72 - 25 25 50
40 33 - 27 44 29 14 14 50 50 - -
33 33 7 27 43 43 - 14 50 50 - -
20 40 13 27 14 72 - 14 25 75 - -
33 20 20 27 17 33 13 17 - 25 75 -
27 33 7 33 - 43 - 57 - 25 25 50
TOTAL
Hg AV LW NC
39 27 19 15
62 12 12 14
46 27 12 15
15 8 42 35
12 19 23 46
42 35 4 19
38 39 4 19
19 54 8 19
24 24 32 20
15 35 8 42
40 20 13 27 52.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 50 25 25	 --
40 20 13 27 57 14 - 29 25 50 25	 -
47 20 02 13 43 14 29 14 75 25 -	 -
33 13 27 27 14 -- 14 72 25 25 --	 50
47 20 27 7 75 - 12.5 12.5 50 50 -	 -
27 47 13 13 58 14 14 14 25 50 25	 -
20 27 47 13 57 - 29 14 25 50 25	 -
40 20 27' 13 29 14 43 14 - - 75	 25
20 20 40 20 14 - 29 57 - 25 25	 50
47 19 15 19
42 23 12 23
49 18 22 11
27 12 19 42
55 19 19 7
35 38 15 12
30 22 37 11
31 15 39 15
15 15 35 35
Interesting
Easily Understood
Questions
Enter Science Career
Large Group Presentations;
Co
	
	
Informative
Interesting
Easily Understood
Questions
Enter Science Career
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There uere three hundred seventy-four junior high students, of
which 46 per cant carpleted the evaluation form. Fifty-eight per cent
were female and 42 per cent were male.
The sessions were rated by the 46 per cent as follows:
Dramatic presentation - superior
Exhibits - superior
Small group sessions - superior
Large group sessions - superior
Fran these statistics one can conclude that those attending the
first day viewed the symposiuu as successful.
We also asked the students to respond to the following: "Do
you plan to attend college?" Eighty nine per cent said yes - 94 per
cent of the males and 85 per cent of the females. In response to the
question, "Did the symposium make you consider science -as a career?",
89 per cent of the males and 69 per cent of the females said, "Yes. to
asked if they would recommend that other people attend a symposium of
this type, 94 per cent of both the males and females said, "Yes."
A chart detailing the statistics for the junior high evaluations
is on the following page.
H AV Lw NC	 Hg Av Lw NC	 H AV Lw NC
53 35 4 8 72 19 3 7
67 19 6 8 82 13 1 5
58 28 6 8 66 24 4 8
31 25 33 11 32 31 26 11
35 31 25 10 36 46 1 9
69 24 1 8 62 26 7 5
75 13 6 7 51 26 8 6
50 38 4 8 54 37 5 5
40 29 21 10 35 34 23 8
38 43 11 8 25 47 23 6
61 29 3 7 69 19 7 6
54 31 7 8 44 45 9 3
54 31 7 6 50 32 13 6
54 31 7 8 60 27 7 6
39 44 7 10 36 42 17 6
64 21 7 8 65 23 10 5
43 38 12 7 45 33 19 4
47 36 8 8 38 46 10 6
46 25 19 10 35 36 21 6
33 42 17 10 27 45 24 6
64 26 3 8
76 16 3 6
63 26 5 8
31 28 29 11
35 40 16 9
6S 25 5 6
66 20 7 6
52 37 5 6
37 32 22 9
30 45 18 7
66 23 5 6
48 39 8 5
52 31 10 7
58 28 7 7
36 43 13 8
65 22 9 6
44 35 16 5
42 42 9 7
40 31 20 8
30 44 21 8
R -
Table II
JUNIOR HIGH STUDENTS
Legend:	 Hg - High Rating	 Av - Average Rating
Lw - Low Rating 	 NC - No Comment
All figures represent percents.
On the following chart the questions are abbreviated
for utility. Please see the Evaluation Form in the
Appendix for the unabridged questions.
Total represents rating percentage of total response in each category
MALE	 FEMALE	 TOTAL
SESSION
Dramatic Presentation:
Informative
Interesting
Easily Understood
Questions
Enter Science Career
Displays and Exhibits:
Informative
Interesting
Easily Understood
Questions
Enter Science Career
Small Group Presentations:
Informative
Interesting
Easily Understood
Questions
Enter Science Career
-	 Large Group Presentations:
Informative
Interesting
Easily Understood
Questions
Enter Science Career
89 69 77
96 90 92
94 94 94
85
	
86	 85
Table III
JUNIOR HIGH STUDENT'S
All figures represent percents.
YES -- M=	 YES - F MALE
1. Do you plan to attend college?	 94	 85
2. Have you decided on your career?	 43	 41
3. Did this symposium make you
consider science or engineering
as a career?
4. Would you attend a similar confer-
ence in the future?
5. Would you recommend that others
attend this type of symposi=?
5. Do you think the goal of attracting
minority and women students into
science and engineering careers was
accomplished?
YES - TOTAL
89
42
-21-
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Elorty-five per cent of the teachers/adults who cxmpleted the
evaluation foams, acconpanied high school groups to the symposium.
Of this nunber, 65 per cent were male and 35 per cent were female.
Here they rated the dramatic presentation in the mid-range, displays
as superior; small group sessions as superior; and the large group
sessions rated at the mid-point.
A chart outlining statistics from this segment of the participants
evaluation fors is on the following page.
16 64 18 --
27 45 26 -
18 64 16 -
27 - 55 18
- 36 27 36
50 33 - 17
67 17 - 17
33 33 33 -
- - 83 17
- 17 17 67
- - 75 25
25 50 25 -
50 25 25 -
- - 50 50
- 25 25 50
Legend; Hg - High Mating	 Av - Average Mating	 Lw - Low Rating	 NC - No Comment
All figures represent percents
on the following chart the questions are abbreviated for utility. Please see
the Evaluation Form in the Appendix for the unabridged questions.
Total represents rating percentage of total response in each category
MALE	 F'EMAL'E	 UNDESIGNATED
SESSION
	
1!2 AV Lw NC	 EZ AV Lw NC	 a Apt' Lw NC
i Dramatic Presentation;
Informativei
Interesting
Easily Understood
Questions
Enter Science Career
TOTAL
Hg AV Lw NC
24 43 24 9
38 38 19 5
28 48 24 -
14 - 62 24
- 28 24 46
n
Displays and Exhibits:
Informative
Interesting
Easily Understood
Questions
Enter Science Career
45 45 9 -
64 36 - -
36 64 - --
36 27 18 16
36 18 9 36
67 17 - 17
63 -- -- 17
67 17 - 17
33 - 50 17
- 17 17 67
-	 100 -	 -
25 75 -	 -
-	 60	 40	 --
25 -	 50 25
-	 25 -	 75
43 47 5 5
62 33 - 5
38 28 34 -
19 19 9 53
19 19 9 53
SESSION
Small. Group Presentations:
informative
Interesting
Easily Understood
Questions
Enter Science Career
Large Group Presentations:
Informative
Interesting
Easily Understood
Questions
Enter Science Career
MALE
AV Lw NC
64 18 18 -
73 27 - -
82 18 -
64 36 -- '-
36 18 9 36
27 64 9 -
27 64 9 -
27 36 36 -
36 45 9 9
18 27 18 36
FEMALE
E_cf AV Lw NC
50 33 -- 17
67 17 -- 17
67 17 - 17
50 33 - 17
- 17 17 67
50 33 - 17
50 33 - 17
33 33 17 17
17 17 50 17
- 17 17 67
a AV LW NC
75 25	 -	 -
50 50	 -	 -
50 50	 -	 w
100 -	 --	 -
- 25	 -	 75
75 25
--	 100 -	 -
-	 75 25 -
-	 25 50 26
-	 25 -	 75
TOTAL
Hoc Av Lw NC
62 24 9 5
67 28 - 5
71 24 - 5
67 28 - 5
19 19 9 53
28 57 9 5
28 62 5 5
24 43 28 5
24 33 28 17
9 24 14 53
i
N
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There were four hundred fifty-six
 high school students attending,
of which 30 per cent completed the evaluation form. Of this number
38 per cent were male and 62 per cent were female. Again we see a
positive rating for the syn-positn. Only two of the areas received a
Ica rating. These were the "Many Opportunities for Questions" and
"Made me want to enter a science career" sections concerning the dramatic
presentation.
On the questions "Do you plan to attend college?", 88 per cent
of the males and 98 per cent of the females said, "Yes." When asked
if the symposium made then consider a science career, 65 per cent of
the males and 77 per cent of the females said, "Yes." Ninty-four per
cent of both the males and the females said they would rec cn uiend that
others attend this type of symposium.
A chart detailing the statistics taken fYczn the high school
student evaluation form follows.
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Table V
SENIOR HIGH STUDENTS
Legend: Hg -- High Rating Av - Average Rating
LW -Low Hating NC - No Comment
All figures represent percents.
On the following chart the questions are abbreviated
for utility.	 Please see the Evaluation Form in the
Appendix for the unabridged questions.
Total represents rating percentage of total response in each category
SESSION Ea Av Lw	 NC Av Lw NC Ya Av Lw NC
Dramatic Presentation:
Informative 42 38 15	 2 45 41 8 6 44 40 11 4
Interesting 58 33 6	 2 66 23 7 3 63 27 7 3
Easily Understood 71 27 2	 - 62 24 12 1 65 25 8 1
Questions 33 23 38	 6 23 28 35 12 27 26 36 9
Enter Science Career 25 35 31	 10 24 44 23 9 25 41 26 9
Displays and Exhibits:
Informative 69 23 4	 2 62 34 2 2 64 30 3 2
Interesting 67 25 2	 4 60 31 6 2 63 29 4 3
Easily Understood 67 29 2	 2 56 41 3 2 60 36 3 2
Questions 46 19 23	 10 36 35 20 6 40 29 21 7
Enter Science Career 33 46 12	 6 27 51 15 6 29 49 14 6
Small Group Presentations:
Informative 62 29 8	 2 74 20 3 2 70 23 5 2
Interesting 58 35 4	 2 67 24 6 2 64 28 5 2
Easily Understood 65 29 6 66 29 2 2 66 29 4 1
Questions 71 17 8	 4 62 27 6 6 65 23 7 5
Enter Science Career 50 37 8	 6 44 36 13 7 46 36 11 7
Large Group Presentations:
Informative 62 27 10	 2 53 38 8 1 57 34 9 1
Interesting 58 27 17	 - 41 44 13 2 47 38 14 1
.Easily Understood 60 27 12	 2 47 r2 8 2 51 36 9 2
Questions 46 23 25	 6 36 45 13 5 40 37 17 5
Enter Science Career 33 44 15	 8 24 53 14 7 28 50 14 7
as
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Table IV
SENSOR HIGH STUDENT'S
All fiQ17res represent percents.
YES - MALE YES -- FEMALE YES - TOTAL
1. Do you plan to attend college? 88 98 94
2. Have you decided on your career? 56 53 54
3. Did this symposium make you
consider science or engineering
as a career? 65 77 72
4. Would you attend a similar confer-
ence in the future? 88 87 87
5. Would you recommend that others
attend this type of symposium? 94 94 94
6. Do you think the goal of attracting
minority and women students into
science and engineering careers was
accoaplished? 85 91 88
IV.	 '
SERr1n+t^Y
The goal of the synposi.uzn was to have eight hundred participants
attend during the tiro--day period. Student and teacher participation
was approximately nine hundred. 'Therefore, the goal was surpassed.
This figure does not include the students or instructors/adm^i.strators
frcm the ccnmunity colleges or universities; nor does it include the
attendance at the evening session.
The purpose of the syn osium was to create an awareness wrong
students of the opportunities available in the total realm of space
careers and encourage them to enter such fields. Based on the attend-
ance, and cats on the evaluation forms, one could assume the pu_1-pose
was also fulfilled. Because participants were not asked to indicate their
ethnicity on the evaluation forms, we are unable to determine hcw many
minority students did ccaplete the form. Therefore, no direct state-
ner t can be made as to ti!e motivE&aon of minority students toward
obtaining further education. Results of the survey show r-hat 91 per
cent of all students cc=let ng the form do plan to attend college. Only
37 per cent o f the eight hundred thi .rlby student i r) attendance ccnrcale t¢d
the evaluation.
The cents made by the teachers atlzen a_*ng this symposiu ►n and
ccnpletmg the evaluation form, seen to incLcate a lack of concern for
;ainorit:y and wtz-wen students as well as a critical need for more such
programs .	 They assu-cre that this group of students are. 1) *riot interested
in education, 2) have no goals tcward science, 3) do not have the scholastic
f^
'..'	
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problem faced by the minority and woL-n students is the lack of encourage-
ment or motivation to continue their education. Motivation for these
students toward carerrrs in science has been spotty at best.
The authors greatest concern now is that the interest generated
by the sympossun be maintained and expanded. If neglected, then all the
	 i
time, effort, and personal co mi.ttmant which was put into the symposium
by so many will be lost. A symposiuu is an excellent starting place
fran which to broaden the existing narrow path between minorities and
women and the science career world. There have been a number of win
and varying numbers of minority representatives who have successfully
pioneered in the fields of science and engineering. Under the proper
circumstances, these representatives could provide motivation and hope to
those students as yet undecided or pessimistic about their chances for
careers in these fields.
The effort to change teacher and administrator attitudes toward
	 j
ethnic minority students with respect to their educational and career
potential must be intensified. This change will need to be at the communi ty
as well as state and national level. Active crmuni.ty parent committees
working with the local school district would be the motivating agent
at the local level, encouraging teachers and providing information when-
ever possible. Those committees presently functioning in the state of
Oregon are improving the teacher awareness of the educational potential
of minority students. mere these committees do not exist they should 	
,: s
be established. Next would be the school districts with the science
specialists or curriculum specialists initiating programs to build interest
toward these careers.	 a
Mini-symposia would be an excellent means for getting information
f
^r
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being proposed by some of the cam miti.es.
to both teachers and students. These would be small, localized programs
dealing with science and engineering and providing methods and meterials
for the teachers and administrators, as well as a program of information
and materials for students. These could be held in conjunction with
school career days. Another Tathod would be to organize field trips
to various businesses and to provide work-study experiences in the
science--engineering career fields.
At the state .level there should be representation by the minority
cnztTunity on the various state boards of education. (e.g., textbook,
curriculum, and teacher certification) Before certification is granted,
a teacher should demonstrate to a chosen panel at the university and/or
state level, an awareness of ethnic minority educational potential. This
demonstration before a chosen panel would necessitate the ccatpletion of
classes and/or practiums dealing with this topic in a real sense. This
panel could be composed of minority educators, appropriate education
department faculty, and a member of the State Department of Education_
This panel would convene periodically to review prospective teachers
before they graduate or receive certification.
A national symposium should be held and directed toward the State
Boards of Education of the states. The purpose of such a program would
be to acquaint them with the inovative educational programs which are in
operation and which could be utilized by their home states. These
programs should increase minority student matriculation. There should
also be ways of involving the minority ccmmin;ty at the state level which
would enhance the state educational system. Ways to do this are already
I	 ...	 .	 ^.	 L
The Educational Opportunities Program. at Oregon State University
agreed to provide the following services to carry out the symposium:
1. Provide overall planning and supervision of
Implementation of the project
2. Provide the site (Memrial Union)
3. Handle all necessary correspondence
g. obordination and logistics
5. Contact and recru.t symposium participants
6. Act as a clearinghouse for all arrangements
7. Develop program for the syaposium
8. Make travel arrangements for all program participants
9. Coordinate with NASA for specific speakers and exhibits
10. Make all media contacts
11. O=pose, print and mail final evaluation report
The author refers the reader to the body of this report to confirm
Oregon State University's ful.fallment of these obligations.
`
	
	 Based on verbal and written cmm nts, the author considers this
symposiun a success.
-31-
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V.
IMC6NMIONS
The following recamiendations are made to guide those who may
contemplate hosting future symposia.
Initiating School Contacts and Follow-up
1. Continued efforts should be made to change teacher and administrator
attitudes toward ethnic minority students with respect to their educational
and carte potential. if such efforts are not continued and intensified,
both formally and informally, both students and society will be the losers.
2. A planned strategy should be utilized within the individual
schools and caumzdties, prior to the symposium, to inform people about
the goal of encouraging more win and minorities to consider science
and/or engineering as viable career options. Additionally sane specific
foll.orr-up measures must be taken in the schools to reinforce the message
presented at the symposia. Examples of follow-up measures are one--to--one
counseling, school career days, field trips to various businesses, work-
study opportunities in the science field, and the selection of students
3
to-serve as teacher assistants in science classrooms with a special effort
made to include minority and wares students.
3. Participating schools should be required to send one or pore
teachers or counselors to the sy7nposium to accompany those students
who attend. Ideally these teachers/counselors should be willing, inter-	 ,,;
ested, and unprejudiced participants.
-32-
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Planning
1. Directing and coordinating an event of this size and nature
requires the assistance of many people. M-embers of the plain 7 ng ccanittee
should each have a specific area of responsibility that will be accarr
plished according to a specific tirrL-line. It would be most helpful to
include school district science and curriculums coordinators on the
planni ng ccmmmmmittep , They can assist with recrui ting students and
transportation arranges .ts, in addition to other tasks. Rsgu?ar,
periodic meetings should be held with the planning cam-ni ttee to discuss
progress and problems. Ccmrmittee work should begin at least six months
in advance of the s1^osiumt. All necessary arrangements should be ccmpleted
no later- than one week before the conferee, to allow time to deal with
last-minute problems that inevitably develop.
2. As mmerr oned in earlier reports, it is advisable to %1,-rk closely
with the staff of the host institution. The a&ai ni strators should be
made aware of the magnitude of the conference and the amount of monies
available to finance the syrrposiuzmm. Almost every service or use of
needed equ?grent w111 cost mmoney. Try to arrange for donations and
volunteer help whenever possible.
3. A sym^cosiu-n shnul d be scheduled well in advance and placed on
the university calender so it will not conflict with other major events
being held on campus or in the local ciity.
tZecr-uitment of Conference Participants
Prolog3le
in the initlal  contact with school sureri itterderts, a general explana-
tion was given concerning the goals of the symposium, the dates, and
transportation arrangements. Superintendents were requested to send to
us the names of appropriate contact people fran the selected schools
within their district. In several instances this initial information to
the superintendents was not forwarded to the person. they had designated
as a contact. 'Therefore, the contact person, who in most cases was the
school principal, did not have ccuplete information concerning the dates
for junior and senior high participation. This required many additional 9
phone calls and letters to clarify the arrangen-ents.
The second letter to contact people at the various schools included
a list of the goals of the symposium, student selection guidelines,
individual registration forms for selected students, and a form on
which to list the names of participants who would be coming to the
conference. These items can be found in the Appendix. As funds and
space for the symposium were limited, only eight hundred students could
be invited. Each school was allotted a definite number of student spaces
to fill based on the minority enrollmnt at that school. Therefore, many
schools did not feel they could release a teacher to accompany so few
students, and so decided not to participate. Other schools did not agree
with the goals of the symposiun or with the criteria for student selection.
One school referred to the guidelines as racist. Still another school
said they did not have any qualified minority students. Scme schools
were sent a list of minority student names given to us by community
organizations as potential participants. One school faded to identify
the Native American students as such, and called to ask why we had rec-
omranded these nams when we were primarily interested in recruiting
minority students. Final selection of student participants was made
by individual schools.
-34-4b
Recrsmmendati.ons
1. Make all arrangements and send out all information very early. 	 s
.12
2. All information sent to superintendents should also be sent to
the designated contact person at each school as soon as the person is
nod, in an attempt to make sure they have all the necessary infoxamation.
All information should be repeated on a separate sheet of paper in a
concise form with specific details concerning all arrangements.
3. Fb11ow-up phone calls to superintendents to determine their
interest in participating should be made no later than one week following
their receipt of the initial letter. 1Reqi2est that they return the response
card by a specific date. Include a space on the card to indicate both
interest and lack of interest so the Symposium Coordinator will know
that the superintendent has received the letter.
4. Make early efforts to actively recruit ethnic minority community
people and organizations to work with the schools to encourage involve-
ment in the symposim. Adult community members should also be encouraged
to acconjony the students to the conference.
5. A conference of this type should be at least three- days to
o
allow more schools to participate. The junior high students could
attend the first day. Then divide the state into t^n sections, or more,
depending on the number of clays allotted for senior high participation.
if it is decided not to have small group sessions, but rather have a
lecture or panel presentation, then choose a large area with good acoustics.
5. Whenever possible, especially with large districts, contact a
district staff member, such as a Science Coordinator or Curriculum
Coordinator, as soon as possi.k,le to request their assistance in coordinating
the recruitment and making the transportation arrangements for that district.
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Transportation
Each school district should arrange their wan -transportation.
Districts can then be reimbursed. Allowing each district to be
atrut ramous in this respect will provide for last minute additions or
cancellations of schools and students and ems; ate the total., synposium
planning. The Symirzosiun Coordinator should stay in close contact with
each coordinator for the various districts to facilitate infon-nation
exchange.
Lodging
It may he advisable to utilize motels rather than campus residence
halls for lodging  for student participants if funding pets.
Residence hall vacancies vary frcn, day to day and space cannot be
reserved with any degree of en—rtltude.. Additionally the amunt of space
available is limited and in scattered locations. This fact necessitated
assigning students and teachers from the saw school, to widely separated
facilities. As teachers are responsible for student supervision. on such
field trips, same teacher anxiety develops when housing arra3ngements of
this nature are necessitated.
Student Scheduling for Small Groin Sessions
Prologue
Students and teachers were scheduled into small g=p sessions for
part of the dav, according to the career area they had listed as their
first choice. Although -the majority of participants follcwed their
schedule, soma students attended sessions other than those for which they
were scheduled. Others did not even at1` rang scue of the sessions. Because
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students were given sow choice in selecting shall group presentations,
it was not possible to keep students and teachers from the same school
together as a group. This created some concerns. When one-half of the
students were in the Main Ballroom for a special presentation, the number
of students Left to attend the other presentations was small.
Peconzaie-andations
1. if a sma ll group foxnat is used, and groups are to he kept small,
some pre-schedul.? ag must be done to avoid overcrowding rco s . This format
is reccwmended when t ime and space allow it.
2. A decision should he made, prior to the conference, conceanni g
the value of choice as apposed to ccntrol. The scheduling of student
participants can then be planned accordingly
3. Sessions that require one-half of the students to attend whsle
the other half go to small group
 sessions should be scheduled throughout
the day rather than for only part of the day, to facilitate scheduling
of uniform numbers of students into small group sessions. This might
also pemmit more students to he i.nvited to the symposium. An alternative
might be to schedule l a rge group presentations only when small groups
are not in session.
4. Students and teachers from the same school should be requested
to sit together at each large gznup
 session in order to facilitate teacher
supervision and allow for student teacher interaction and information
sharing.
5. It may be advisable to allow teachers to choose the small group
sessions they wish to attend rather than pre-scheduling them. They may
have individual interest areas to pursue that would enable there to
6	 -37-
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utiLi,ze the information gained upon return to their classrooms.
Program Content
Prologue
Although there was a total of eight ent different sm11-group presenta-
tions, the science Career fields represented were limited an nm rber. There
were two presentations in the biological sciences, two in the physical
and environmental sciences, seven in engi-veering and computer sciences
and nine in aerospace science and engineering. The original idea was
to ask students to make selections based on the titles of the presentation
without regard to the field. However, due to various factors, a decisian
was made to group the presentations into the four broader categories.
At that point, most of the presenters had already been selected and
contacted. Therefore, there were few vacant presenter spots left to
fill.
Reccmilendations :
1. if a sm ll group format is to be used, and this is hi ghl y
i
receded, an equal variety of science and other fields should be
represented. Such fields should include more of the biological, physical,
and environemntal sciences, and s ystems managerrnent careers. 3
2. Titles of presentations Listed in the program should clearly	 ?
reflect the content of the presentation.
3. Organizations composed of woman scientists and engineers, both
on and off campus, should be included in planning and irrplenx^ntation of
the program.
a. Selection of presenters should be based on their ability to
i
o:
}
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con mmiCate with junior and senior high students and the role model that
they represent, in addition to their experience in their own field.
Displays
Prologue
The displays for the symposium were furnished by NASA, Rockwell
International, and the Earth Resources Sensing Applications Laboratory
at OSU. %-ii'te the displays were interesting, they did not lend then-
selves to student involvsr^t, with -she exception of the display by
EP,q L. The highlight of the display area was the area where student
photographs were being taken.
RecarDendati ons
1. Student photcgraphs are definitely reccmre-nded but should be
te-ken in a separate rcom awav fret the presentations in order to cut
dcwn on the rxoise axed confusion..
2. The number and types of displays available should be increased.
3. University departments L n Science and Engi.neari g should provide
ore or rm-r,:^ `splays.
4. There should be procri.sion for as many "hands-on" t ypes of
displays as possible.
5. Staff members should be available at each display to allow
stuients to ask questions regarding the displays.
6. The Science Specialist at the State Departtent of Education
should be included on the planning ccrnittee and sinul.d provide
materials and one or mre exhibits.
7. The facility where the displays will be located should be
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reserved for 1-2 days before and after the symposium to allow time to
r set-up and dismantle exhibits. 'These reservations should be confirmed
in writing as soon as the symposium date has been set.
Student Volunteer Help
Prologue
Shortly after the initial planning meting, the three ethnic student
organizations on caws were asked to provide a strident representative
to serve on the Advisory C miittee. Although those students who attended
the cawiu.ttee meetings appeared to be interested in the idea of the
symposim, sana of them felt they had not been given the opportunity to
be as involved or to give as much in--put as they %xnuld have liked. The
actual number of students who actively participated on the Advisory
Committer was mull.
Recamrandations
1. Include students in the proposal writing process. Give then the
opportunity to undertake some of the major planning and organizational
responsibilities such as publicity and working at the conference in
various areas where help is needed.
2. Science and engineering organizations should be contacted. These
organizations could be involved in the planning and follow-up activities
in the various schools by providing guest speakers and/or offering to
19
l
that she/he coordinate their group's effort.
Evening Session
Prologue
Based. on the recamendations frcn those who had attended even:mg
sessions at previous symposia, it was decided not to have an evening
session. These had been determined as unsuccessful. Following favorable
publicity and phone calls from the ccrmuni.ty, it was decided to have a
brief evening program that would include saw of the day's speakers
and allow time to view the exhibits. This provided an opportunity for
additional students fray nearby school districts to attend the symposium.
Re commendations
If an evening session has been planned, arrange for publicity to
start. early.
Publicity
Prologue
Publicity for the symposiun was arranged through the Campus TnfonTa-
tion Office, but the major portion of the publicity was organi zed and
coordinated by a volunteer cc uunity person who had experience in this
area. In conjunction with publicizing the symposium, Nichelle Nichols
of the Star Trek television program, who is enployed by the National
Aeronautics and Space Az3ministration Public Relations Department, along
with Mr. Willie L. White, Jr., Chief of Rg,a, Opportunities Programs at
NASA-Ames Research Center, visited Oregon to make several public appear-
ances on behalf of the symposium. Press conferences wiere arranged in rooms
^' 4
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TOTAL INDIAN ENROLLMENT: 4,602
I-101
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501-1,000
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APPENDIX B
MAILING LIST FOR
JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICTS
(Method listed: Superintendent's Name, School District)
1. Dr. Thomas D. Wogaman, Corvallis Dist 509J
2. Mr. Donald Charles, North Clackamas Dist 12
3. Dr. C. Edwin Ditto, Oregon City Dist 62
4. Dr. Thomas W. Payzant, Eugene Dist 40
5. Mr. William E. Lewellen, Springfield Dist 19
6. Dr. Richard Smith, Albany Dist 5
	 6. u
7. Dr. George M. Henderson, Lebanon Dist 16C
S. Mr. Joey W. Acaiturri, Sweet Home Dist 55
9. Mr. Lawrence P. Sydow, North Marion Dist 15
10. Mr. Milford Biddington, St. Paul Dist 45
11. "x. Albert Gregory, Mt. Angel Dist 91
12. Mr. William M. Kendirck, Salem School Dist 24J
13. Mr. Elbert Brock, Gervais Dist 76
14. Mr. Lyle E. Rilling, Jefferson Dist 141
15. Dr. Jens Robinson, Woodburn Dist 103
16. Mr. Bert W. Kleiner, Silverton Dist 4
17. Dr. Hcward F. Horner, David Douglas Dist 40
18. Dr. Robert W. Blanchard, Portland Dist 1J
19. Mr. Gordon Pratt, Central School Dist 131
20. Mr. D. Herbert Armstrong, Forest Grove Dist 15
21. Mr. Francis H. Dummer, Dayton Dist 8
22. Dr. Orval L. Ause, McMinnville Dist 40
23. Mr. Donnell Mitchell, Willamina Dist 30J
24. Dr. James C. Ulum, North Bend Dist 13
25. Dr. George G. Bowers, Jefferson Dist 509J
26. Mr. James B. Conroy, Klamath County Dist
27. Dr. Earl E. Ferguson, Klamath Falls UHS Dist 2
28. Dr. Earl Hampton, Lincoln County Dist
29. Dr. Marvin L. Evans, Albany UHS Dist 8J
30. Mr. W.L. McPartland, Nvssa Dist 26
31. Mr. Maurice Irons, Ontario Dist 8C
32. Mr. Latrelle Smoot, Gervais Union High School Dist 1
33. Mr. John 'Thompson, Silverton UHS Dist 7J
34. Mr. Edward Lonefight, Chemawa Indian School
-47-
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(Mailing List for Junior and Senior High School Districts, continued)
35. Dr. Robert W. Blanchard, Portland Dist lJ
36. Superintendent not Designated, Chenowith Dist 9
37. Mr. George Yertson, The Dalles Dist 12
38. Dr. Lane E. DuSose, Hillsboro UHS Dist 3JT
39. Dr. John W. Crossley, Coos Bay Dist 9
40. Mr. Russel E. McCollister, Athena-Weston  Dist 29R
41. Mr. Richard Scott, Hermiston Dist 8
42. Dr. Jim Hitter, McLoughlin UHS Dist 3
43. Mr. Ellis H. Neal, Pendleton Dist I6R
44. Superintendent not designated, Umatilla School Dist 6R
_Q8_
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APPENDIX C
MASLXNG LIST FOR
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
1. Blue Mountain Community College, Pendleton
2. Central Oregon Community College, Bend
3. Cheameketa Community College, Salem
4. Clakamas Community College, Oregon City
5. Clatsop Community College, Astoria
6. Lane Community College, Eugene
_a
7. Linn-Benton Community College, Albany
S. Mt. Hood Community College, Gresham
9. Portland Community College, Portland
10. Rogue Community College, Grants Pass 	 i
11. Southwestern Oregon Community College, Coos Bay
12. Treasure Valley Community College, Ontario
^j
13. Umpqua Community College, Roseburg
14. Collegic Ceasar Chevez, Mt. Angel
FOUR YEAR INSTITUTIONS
1. Eastern Oregon State College, La Grande
2. Oregon College of Education, Monmouth
3. Oregon Institute of Technology, Klamath Falls
4. Portland State University, Portland
5. Southern Oregon State College, Ashland
6. University of Oregon, Eugene
7. University of Oregon Health Sciences Center, Portland
S. University of Oregon Medical School, Portland
9. University of Oregon Dental School, Portland
APPENDIX D
-MAILING LIST FOR
ETHNIC AND WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS
1. Spenser Sahmaunt, Bureau of Indian Affairs , Portland
2. Minerva Soucie, Burns Tribal Education Committee, Burns, OR
3. Chicano Indian Study Center of Oregon, Corvallis
4. Coos Confederated Tribes, Bill Brainard, Chairman , Coos Bay, OR
5. Mrs. A.J. Haynes, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Portland
6. Shirley Ivan, Fort Dalles Urban Indian Association, The Dallas, OR
7. Jose Villa, High School Equivalency Program , Eugene, OR
8. Patty Eberhardt, Inter--Institutional Committee on Alternative Roads to Education
9. Hilton E. Smith, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Portland
	
OSU
10. Frank Loara, Migrant Education Service Center, Salem
11. Carolyn Allen, Minority Science Advancement Program, Pullman
32. Bill Ray, Northwest Indian Education Association, Portland
13. National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Portland
14. Dick Pizzo, Office of High School-College Relations, Eugene
15. Frankie Tupl,ing, Oregon Indian Education Association, Salem
16. Oregon Rural. opportunities, Salem
17. Organization of Forgotten Americans, Klamath Falls, OR
18. Portland State University Education Center, Portland
19. Siletz Confederated Tribes, Art Bensel_I, Chairman, Siletz, OR
20. Bill Burke, Umatilla Tribal. Education Cozmni.ttee, Pendleton, OR
21. Lovell Curley, united Indian Students in Higher Education, Portland
22. Vernon Chatman, Urban Teague of Portland
23. Sister Francella, urban Indian Center, Portland
24. Vocational Rehabilitation Center, Department of Human Resources, Sales
25. Marlin Reimer, Warm Springs Tribal. Education committee, Warm Springs, OR
26. Pam Nealy, Women Studies Centex, OSU
27. Claudia Barton, Women's Engineering Student Section, OSU
28. Indian Education Program, Portland
23. Warren R. Clements, Oregon Association of Indians in Higher Education, Eugene
30. Native American Youth Association, Portland
31. Lucy Lamb, Indian Education Act, Portland
32. Vonne Peckham, Faculty Women's Club, OSt]
-50-
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INDIVIDUAL INVITATIONS
1. Mr. Harry Lujon, Native American Programs, New Mexico State 'University	
a
2. Armando R. Alba, Placement and Career Services, New Mexico State University
3. Susie Erlich, Director of Puyll .up Indian Reservation School, Tacoma, WA
4. Mr. William Benham, Indian Education Research Center, Washington, D.C.
5. Mr. William Demert jr., Office of Indian Education Programs, Washington, D.C. 	
i
6. Vine Deloria, Jr.
7. Michael D. Jackson, Staff Consultant, House Interior Committee, Washington, D.C. 	 ^. l
8. Mr. Andrew Lawson, Executive Director NIEA, Minneapolis
9. Carol. Metcalf, University of New Mexico, Native American Programs
lt7 4 Dr. George Bluespruce, Office of Native American Programs, Washington, D.C.
ll. Geraldine Velorde, Office of Equal Opportunity, Washington, D.C.
12. Lincoln D. Billedeaux, Indian Center Inc., Los Angeles, CA .
13. Harlan Hall., Indian Center Inc., Los Angeles, CA
14. John Kaskaske, Goddard Space Flight Center
15. Phillip Stevens, President, Ultra Systems, Irvine, CA
16. Tom Warner, President, Aircraft Engineering Corp., Paramount, CA
17. Mr. David Lester, United Indian Development Association, Los Angeles, CA
is. Andrew W. Ebona, United Indian Planners, Washington, D.C.
APPENDIX E
MAILING LIST FOR
ADVISORY CONTACTS,
1. Dean Stuart E. Knapp, Dean of Undergraduate studies, OSU
2. Dr. Solon Stone, Assistant Dean of Engineering, OSU
3. Mr. Edward J. Condpn, Oceanography, OSU
4. Dr. Olaf Boedtker, School of Science, OSU
S. Mr. Dick Pizzo, Office of Nigh School"College Relations, Eugene
5. Mr. Clement Azure, Compensatory Ed. Specialist
Oregon Department of Education, Salem
7. Mr. Ray Thiess, Science Education Specialist
Oregon Department of Education, Salem
8. Dr. Harold M. Livingston, Director of Classroom TTV, OSU
9. Dr. Ralph Shay, Assistant Dean of Research, OSU
10. Dr. Miriam Orzech, Director, Educational opportunities Program, OSU
11. Ms. Myrtle Mercer, Students OSU
12. Mr. Marc Anderson, Student, OSU
13. Mr. Porfirio Pena, Student, OSU
14. Mr. David Hatch, Student, OSU
15. Mr. Gilbert Beanes, Student, OSU
APPEMIX F
Copies of Correspondence Sent to Presenters
PP- 53-52
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Office of Educational
Opportunities
Symposium
NASA
!:^egon
areUniversity
I	 t
LETTER TO NASA SUB-CONTRACTORS
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
	 (sos) as=s-rise	 754_2999
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
February 15, 1977
Eldec Corporation
16700 13th Ave. West
Lynwood, WA 98036
Dear Personnel Director:
Oregon State University, in cooperation with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) is sponsoring a S pace Symposiums on April
27 and 28, 1977. it will be held in the Memorial Union, on campus. The
program will include information of interest to students in junior high,
senior high, colleges and universities, as well as to counselors and
administrators. The purpose of this program is to stimulate interest in
pursuing careers in science and engineering. A special goal of this
conference is to attract women and minority
 students into such careers.
rRe would like to invite you to contribute to this symposium by panic--
ipating as a presenter during the times reserved for small group sessions.
These sessions are intended to inform students about career opportunities
in science and engineering fields. April 27 will 'focus on junior high
students, while April, 28 will be directed toward senior high and college
students. Additionally, display booth space will be provided for organ-
izations to discuss permanent and seasonal employment opportunities in
their field.
As plans are finalized, those contractors who wish to participate
in this special event will receive additional information including set--up
times and booth staffing times. Please complete the enclosed form regarding
your interest in atteadi.ng and return it to me as soon as possible. if you
have cuestions or desire further information, contact Diane Clayton at
(503) 754-2999.
Cordially,
1NCLT UDED WITH LET'T'ER TO NASA SUB-CONTRAC'T'ORS
Please return to:	 Diane Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
Educational Opportunities Program
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331
Our organization will _ will not	 be able to participate in the
NASA Space Symposium an April 27-28, 1977 at Oregon State University.
NAME AND ADDRESS OF ORGANIZATION: 	 PHONE NUMBER:
NAMES OF REPRESEMATIVES WHO WILL ATTEND:	 TITLE OF POSITION:
We will	 will not	 make a small group presentation
We Will	 will not 
	
require a. booth.
*If you are planning to have a booth, you will need a poster identifying
your organization, handouts, and job information for temporary, seasonal,
and permanent positions with your organization or company.
WE PLAN TO PARTICIPATE ON Argil 27	 April 28	 (please check one
or both)
TITLE OF SMALL GROUP PRESENTATION:
SHORT STATEMENT DESCRIBING YOUR SESSION:
^	 i	 I 	 II	 I	 I^ 	 i	 I
INITIAL LETTER TO PRESENTERS
01'Orl
Office of Educational 
I	 5tAeOpportunities	 ►Jniversity
5y=:,os ium
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Corvallis, Oregon 9733;
	 (503) 754 .3628	 754-2999
"Mother Earth, FaUher Sky"
February 28, 1977
Ms. Glenda Arhaitty
Rockwell International
Code F A 33
12214 Lakewood
Downey, CA 90241
Dear Ms. Ah-haitty:
On behalf of the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis +mat=on and Oregon
State University, thank you very much for your interest in contributing
to our symposium for junior and senior high school minority students of
Oregon.
The theme for our symposium will be "Mother Earth, and Father Sky." We
hone the Native Americans,Blacks, Chicanos, and young women will be
motivated by the theme and by your presentation concerning careers in
science and engineering. The accompanying teacher and counselor will be
urged to continue working with the interested students after you leave.
The program will start Wednesday, April 27th, at 9:30 a.m. in Oregon State
University Memorial Onion's Main Ballroom. The first day will be reserved
for junior high students, and the second day frr _eccndary students and
their teachers. We are asking each presenter to develop the same topic
each day, keeping in mind the ace-level of the student.
Each student will have an opportunity to attend three general sessions.
Nichelle Nichols of Star Trek will direct a play which recognizes how much
students are already involved in the space ace. An astronaut will address
tine two groups on the Reality of Manned Space Travel and Manned Flight
Cpncrtunities in the Years Ahead. Another general session will be devoted
to the east, present, and future of aerospace research and finally, a live
broadcast via the CTS satellite will bring the Spin-Off story from Ames
Research Center. in add-it-ion to the general session, each student will
have an opportunity to select frcm 15-20 concurrent session topics. Each
student will be asked to select those concurrent sessions best suited
for his or her sk'_lls. They will attend several 20 minute modules. In
order for this variety of experience to occur, you will be conducting
seven concurrent sessions (20 minutes each) for the Junior High students,
and six corc-ur_ent sessions the following
 day for the Senior Hich students.
The group attending your session will vary in size from 20-30 students.
-55-
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We urge you to develop, for these sessions, a program which encourages
interaction, a program which dramatically il?ustxates your field of
interest, and a. program which encourages students to consider the career
potential for your chosen field. We hope, by your example, mr fi:y of the
students will be inspired. In addition, we expect the mannex f presenta-
tion to at least focus on one big idea that students may retain.
If you have any questions; please call Baxbra Bowman, Symposi= Director,
at (503) 754-3628, Dime Clayton, Sy=osium Coordinator at (503) 754-2999,
or Garth A. Bull., National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Education
Programs Office, (415) 965-5543. We are looking forward to working with
you this April.
Cordia7,.3.y,
Diane Clayton, "
Symposium Coordinator
DC/jm
INCLUDED WITH INITIAL LETTER TO PRESENTERS
Please Return to: Diane Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
Educational Opportunities Program
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331
Name
Affiliation
Address
Telephone
Title of Presentation:
Short Statement describing your session:
Audio-visual. requirements:
N=-. if you wish overnight accomodations reserved, at your expense,
please return the enclosed card to:
Nendel's Inn
1550 MW 9th
Corvallis, OR 97330
,Symposium Director
a
Oreon
StUniversity
Office or Educational
Opportunities
Barbra Bowman
FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO PRESENTERS
INVITATION TO TEE RECEPTION
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Corvallis, Oregon 97331 (soa) n44ne
	 154-2999
"Mother Earths Father Sky"
April 17, 3977
Glenda Ahhaitty
Code FA 33
Rockwell International
12214 Lakewood
Downey, CA 90241
Dear Ms. Ahhaitty:
f
As April 27 approaches, enthusiasm is growing, both among our ourselves
and among the students who will be attending the upcoming Space Symposium.
It will be a uniaue educational opportunity for all who will be involved.
We would like to invite you to a reception given by Oregon State Univer-
sity. It will be held in Room 109 D & E in the Memorial Union on campus.
This will be an opportunity for those who are working on the symposium to
meet one another and familiarize themselves with the facilities at the
Memorial Union.
Would you please send a self--profile to our office, as soon as possible?
We hope to make these available to those attending the symposium. In order
to have the profiles printed and available for distribution on April 27,
we must have them by April 22.
The Symposium schedule, a map or Corvallis, and a map of the OSU campus
are enclosed for your information. if you have questions concerning the
symposium arrangements or the times of your presen'ration, please call
Barbra Bowman, Symposium Director at (503) 754--3625, or Diane Clayton,
Symposium Coordinator, at (503) 754-2999. We appreciate your efforts
to make this symposium a success.
Cordially,	 ^
Barbra Bowman
Symposium Director
'vac►
Diane=Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
- !9
..	 DC/im
P.S. The reception is April 26, at 1:30 pm
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INCLUDED WITH FOLLOW-UP FETTER TO THE PRESENTERS
OSU/NASA SYMPOSIUM
PROGRAM
WEDNESDAY, April 27:
8:30 - 9:40 am
9:40 - 9:55
9:55 - 10:25
10:35 - 11:45
11:00 - 11:40
1.1:50 -12:25 pm
12:30 - 2:05
1:20 - 2:05
2:15 -- 3:00
3:00 - 3:15
7:00 - 9:00 pm
Registration
Welcome Address
Dramatic Presentation, written and directed by Michelle Nichols
Small Group Sessions (20 minutes duration)
General Session with ;i of the students
Lunch. Workshop for teachers and counselors
Small Group Sessions (20 minutes duration)
General Session with ^i of the students
General Session - Astronaut
Concluding Announcements
Evening Session, Open to the Public
THURSDAY, April 28:
8:30 - 9:30 am
9:30 -- 9:45
9:45 - 10:15
10:15 - 10:55
11:00 - 11:45
11:00 - 11:40
11:50 - 12:25 pm
12:30 - 1:05
1:10 - 2:55
2:10 - 2:55
3:00 - 3:15
Registration
Welcome Address
Dramatic Presentation, written and directed by Nichelle Nichols
General Session - Astronaut
Small Group Sessions ( 20 minutes duration)
General Session with 3^ of the students
Lunch. Workshop for teachers and counselors
General Session, "The Space Shuttle Program"
Small Group Sessions (20 minutes duration)
General Session with )i of the students
Concluding Announcements
—59—	 4.
INCLUDED WITH FOLWW-UP LEER TO PRESEMIE€zS
FINAL ARRAN^'5 FOR
OSU/1kTt^,SA S) MPOSIUM
April 19, 1977
Name (s) :
Affiliation:
PnCM A-ssignment:
Time of your presentation (s) :
Dates of Presentation (s) :
Audio Visual Egvip-rent reserved for you:
Enclosures:
if you have not already reserved motel accmrodations, might we urge you
to do so as soon as possible. Scare suggested motels in Corvallis, Oregon
axe:
Tortmehouse, 350 SW 4th	 753-Q496
Best Western, 800 NW 9th 	 753--732£
Parking on the OSU canpus is cm ite limited. The enclosed map will
indicate availablekin space for visitors to the 	 us. If youPte' g ^	 ^^	 Y	 ; a
arrive on campus before 8:15 am, there is a good possibility of space
being available in the lot adjacent to the Msmorial Union. It is a coin-
_ operated, 25^ fee lot. Visitors may also park in student parking areas
when displaying a courtesy parking pest obtained at the main entrance
gate to OSU.
ft
f
PLEASE R.S.V.P. BY APRIL 22.
-6i_
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INVITATION TO THE BANQUET
Office of Educational
Opportunities
Barbra Bowman
9nonUniversity National Aeronautics and Space AdministrationCorvallis, Oregon 97331
	 (503) 754-3628
	 754-2999
Symposium Director
	
"Mother Barth, Father Spry"
April 15, 1977
Glenda Ahhaitty
Code FA 33
Rockwell International
12214 Lakewood
Downey, CA 90241
Dear Ks. Ahhaitty :
A banquet will be held April 28, 1977, from 6-9 pm in "The Forum,"
Snell Full, on the Oregon State University campus. We are taking this
opportunity to thank those who have assisted in the plannin g and production
of the Space Symposium sponsored by the Educational Opportunities Program
at OSU and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
An invitation is being extended to you, to attend this banquet as
our guest, so that we might express our appreciation to you, for your
contribution to the success of the Symposium. If you wish to bring a
guest, additional reservations are available at a cost of $4.50 per person.
In order for us to make final arrangements, we must know whether or not
you plan to attend. Please let us know of your plans no later than April
22, by calling Barbra Bowman, Symposium Director, at 754-3628, or Diane
Clayton, Symposium Coordinator, at 754-2999.
Cordially,
Barbra Bowman
Symposium Director
Dilne Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
DC/jm
Office of Educational
Opportunities
Barbra Bowman
Ore on
Sta eUniversity
Symposium Director
THANK YOU LETTER TO PRESENTERS
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
	 (503) 754-3628
	 754-2999
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
May 3, 1977
The Educational Opportunities Program at Ore gon state University
would like to thank you for your participation in the OSU/NASA Space
Symposium held on the OSU campus, April 27 and 28, 1977. Your presenta-
tion helped to make the program a success.
You might be interested to know that there were over SQU students
and teachers in attendance during the two days. After reading comments
;Wade by students and teachers on the evaluation forms, we feel the
goal of motivating students to consider careers in science and engineering
fields, was met.
University have there
imarily Native American,
the Chemawa Indi.azi
attend such a function.
sessions, we can also
Never before in the history of Oregon State
been so many minority, non--college students, or:
on campus. For the first time in the history of
School were so many of the students permitted to
So in addition to the success of your individual
be encouraged by these two firsts.
Again, thank you for your contribution to the symposium.
Most sincerely,
Barbra Bowman
Symposium Director
L
Diane Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
,fto
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APPENDIX G
Copies of Co=espondence Sent to Participating Schools
pp. 64-81
VLETTER TO SCHOOL DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS
Offioe of Educational
Opportunities
Symposium
NASA
&:
Oreon
Std. eUniversity Corvallis, Oregon 97331
	 (.503) 754-3628 754-2999
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
S
i
February 8, 1977
Mr. Donald Charles, Superintendent
'	 North Clackamas School District 12
4444 SE Lake Road
Milwaukie, OR 97222
Dear M,:. Charles:
Oregon State University, in conjunction with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), is presenting a Space Symposium on April
27 and 28, 1977. It will be held in the Memorial Union, on cam pus. can
April 27 the emphasis will be on junior high students with April 28 directed
toward senior high students. In presenting this program, the sponsors hope
:A	 to stimulate greater interest in science and engineering careers on the
part of students and faculty. we are especially interested in having women
and minority students attend this symposium.
We would like to extend an invitation to several schools within your
district to attend. A list of these schools is enclosed. Transportation
and lunch will be arranged and provided for school participants. If the
participation of your district may be limited, due to financial constraints,
please let us know. It may be possible for us to underwrite a portion of
the teacher time loss for some schools. Approximately 800 peo ple from
selected junior and senior high schools are e.-mected to take part.
If you are interested in having your district share this unique experi-
ence with us, please ,_eturn the enclosed card before February 17, 1977. It
would be most helpful if you would indicate the appropriate person(s) we
can contact to assist us in reaching interested students. As plans are
finalized, further information will be made available to interested districts.
If you have further questions, contact Diane Clayton at (503) 754-2999.
k.
Cordially,
Diane Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
LC/jm
-64-
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INCLUDED WITH LEER TO SCHM DISTRICT SUPERINrENIDENTS
School District
is interested in participating in the NASA
syniposinm to he held at OSU on Apr--  27 & 28,
1977.
The appropraite people to contact a.re:.
Nam	 A.cCIres s	 Phone
Sent w? th Selma--addressed Envelope to large districts
iINITIAL UTTER TO SCHOOL CONTACTS
m
Office of Educational
Opportunities
Barb
9uoen
University National Aeronautics and Space AdministrationCorvallis, Oregon 97331	 (503) 7544628 754-2999
ra ^+rman
Symposium Director
	
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
March 15, 1977
The superintendent of the district has given approval for your
school to participate in the Oregon State University - National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration Space Symposium, to be held in the Memorial
Union, on campus, April 27 and 28, 1977. Your name was giver_ to us
as the appropriate person to contact regarding the selection of student
participants.
The selection should be based on the enclosed guidelines. As you
will note, we are primarily interested in having women and minority
students attend, as the program focus will be on this segment of the
student population. For this reason, it is strongly urged that this
uni(_3e educational opportunity be actively extended to women and minority
students in a manner that will encourage their participation in this
symposium.
Because of the limited funds and facilities available for this
conference, it is necessary to limit the number of students each school
district may send. Your district has been allotted the number of spaces
indicated on the enclosed form. Available spaces have been divided
among the participating schools in your district. In the event that
some of these schools are not able to fill the number of spaces reserved
for them, they may allow other participating schools to fill them.
Please list, on the forms provided, the names of students and
staff from your school who will be coming to the Symposium. Return
the participant list and the individual registration farms to us by
April 1, 1977 so that we may complete a,rrangemnts for housing, meals
and tra=portati.on.
As soon as plans are finalized, you will receive additional infor-
mation regarding the program and transportation. We are looking forward
to seeing you in April.
"	 Cordially,
ianecaatt
Diane Clayton
sy=osi.um Coordinator
DCjjm
Copies to:
i3
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
& OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
present
	 i
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
A SPACE SYMPOSIUM
April 27 and 28, 1977, Memorial. Union, OSU
3
It is strongly urged that this unique educational opportunity be
actively extended to women and minority students in a manner that will
encourage their participation in this symposium, as this is the segment
of the student population we are primarily interested in reaching.
Fbr this reason, selection of student participants should be based
on the following criteria.
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF STUDENTS TO ATTEND THE NASA/OSU SYMPOSIUM
Those who attend the conference should be students:
* WHO ARE INTERESTED IN ATTENDING THE SPACE SYMPOSIUM.
* WHOSE PRESENT LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT AND/OR MOTIVATION WOULD
SEEM TO PRECLUDE THEIR ADMITTANCE TO A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY.
* WHO MAY NOT SE AWARE THAT A POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION MIGHT BE
A REALISTIC OPTION FOR THEM.
* WHO, IN THE PAST, MAY NOT HAVE RECEIVED ENCOURAGEMENT AND
GUIDANCE NECESSARY TO MOTIVATE THEM TO PURSUE AN EDUCATION
BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL.
* WHO MAY NOT SEE THEMSELVES AS HAVING THE POTENTIAL TO SUCCEED
IN COLLEGE.
Goals of the Symposium.
1. To actively encourage fuller participation in science and
engineering professsons on the part of women and minority
students.
2. To provide an educational opportunity for women and minority
students to learn more about careers in science and engineering
fields, where they are extremely under-represented.
3. To demonstrate to these students that their career path can
encompass many options, including those of science and engineering.
4. To present women and minority scientists and engineerin g career
role models for students to emulate.
INCLUDED WITH INITIAL LETTER TO SCHOOL CONTACTS
SCHOOL PARTICIPANT LIST
A. School District	 may send	 students.
B. Your school,	 is allotted	 of these spaces.
C. Please type or Print below, the names of students, teachers and/or
counselors who will be attending the S pace Symposium in April, 1977.
TEAMMER (S) /COULSELOR (S)
1.
2.
STUDENT PARTICIPANTS
(Name)	 (Grade Level)
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
a.
10.
12.
14.
16.
-70-
NA'T'IONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
& OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
present
A SPACE SYMPOSIUM
April 27 and 28, 1977
Memorial Union, OSU
REGISTRATION:	 8:30 am -- 9:30 am
LIFT OFF:	 9:30 am - TO EXPLORE POINTS UNKNOWN
LOCK ON AND BEAM ABOARD. JOURNEY rROM "MOTHER EARTH" TO "FATHER SKY."
TELEPORT DOWN - TO DISCOVER MORE ABOUT CAREERS OF YOUR CHOICE.
(Directions: Rank the following career fields from 1 to 4, according
to your interests. A rank of 1 indicates first choice and 4 last
choice)
RANK
	 CAREER FIELD
Biological Sciences: This field is concerned with the study
of living things and includes areas such as Biochemistry,
Biology, and Microbiology.
Environmental and Physical Sciences: These fields are
concerned with the composition of matter, the fundamental
laws of the universe and the relationship between people
and nature. Included are Chemistry, Oceanography and
Forestry.
Aerospace Science and Engineering: These fields involve
research and development in aircraft and space craft. Much
of this research is applied to solving environmental problems
on earth.
Engineering and Computer science: These fields use math,
science and technology to design things and services for human
needs in areas such as medicine, pollution, transportation,
and communication.
SPACE RESERVATION FOR:
Name
School.	 Grade
School District
I
fCLARIFICATION LETTER SENT TO SCHOOL CONTACTS
Ore: on
	
Office of Educational	 Sta e ,	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
	
Opportunities	 Univei5ifi^ Corvallis, Oregon 97331	 (503) 754-3628
 754-2999
Barbra Bowman
Symposium Director	 "Mother Earth, Father Sky"
March 28, 1977
FOR YOUR INFORMATION
Apparently some confusion exists regarding the Space Symposium to be held
in April at Oregon State University. In early February, the Superintendent
of your school district received a Letter inviting the district to participate
in this symposiumn. The letter included information that was intended to be
forwarded to a designated contact person at individual schools. Unfortunately,
in many instances, it appears that this did not happen. Therefore, in order
to clarify some information, please note the following:
The program on April 27 is intended for junior
high students and teachers.
* The program on April 28 will be directed toward high
school and college students and teachers.
Therefore, your school will be attending the conference on one day only.
Transportation and lunch will be arranged and provided for school par-
ticipants. You should plan to leave a designated central pick--up point
at an hour that will enable you and your students to arrive at OSU in time
to register at 8:30 am.
A special program for teachers is being planned during the lunch hour,
which will include ideas for use in science classrooms. A teaching/learning
resource packet of materials will be distributed to each Leacher who attends
the conference.
Please post the enclosed flyers in several prominent locations within
your school building, to assist in publicizing this event. you will be
receiving additional information at a later time. Please contact Diane
Clayton, Symposium Coordinator, at (503) 754-2999, if you have any questions
concerning the symposium.
v
-73.-
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FINAL ARRANGEMENTS SENT TO SCHOOL CONTACTS
01eo
University
Office of Educa4Ional
Opportunities
Barbra Bowman
syMpdsium Director
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Corvallis, Oregon 97331 {5m) 7s+-3ura	 754-2999
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
April 18, 1977
The following it are enclosed for your informataon:-l) a brief
outline of the program, 2) a campus map, and 3) information regarding
final arrangements for your school's participation. Parking will be
available adjacent to Gill Coliseum. It is approximately a 10 minute
walk from. the parking area to the Memorial Union.
Registration will be from 8:30 - 9:30 am in the Memorial Union.
Registration packets are to be picked up at the registration table by
a designated staff member from each school. This staff member will dis-
tribute registration materials to individual participants from that school.
Students and staff will then proceed,to the M.U. Main Ballroom, where exhibits
will be on display. The official program will begin at 9:30 am and end at
approximately 3:15 pm. Buses will depart from Gill. Coliseum at 3:45 pm.
Lunch will be available in the M.U. Main Ballroom at no cost to partici-
pants. There will be a "working" lunch for teachers, at which time teaching/
learning materials and ideas will be made available.
A special evening program, from 7-9 pm, on Wednesday, April 27, is being
planned for community people. There is no charge and it is open to the
public. Some of the day's earlier programing will be repeated, including
a presentation by Bruce McCandless, an astronaut with the National. Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration.
We are looking forward to seeing you at the Symposium. if you have
further questions, please call 754-2999.
Cor,3ially,
Barbra Bowman
Symposium Director
Diane Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
-73-
INCLUDED WITH FINAL ARRANGEMENT LETTER TO SCHOOL CONTACT`S
i
ATT`EN-rION :
iI
1
FINAL ARRANGEMENTS
FOR O S U /NASA SYMPOSIUM
I M P 0 R T A N T: Please read the attached sheets carefully.
These are the final arrangements for your school. if you have
questions regarding these arrangements, please call 754-2999
fately.
ELUDED WIM FINAL ARRANGEMEUT LE= TO SCHOOL CONTACTS
TRANSPOFIATION ARR'A;.JGE
School District:
School:
Contact Person:
student spaces have been reserved
staff spaces have been reserved
total spaces reserved
TRANSPORTATION FOR YOUR SCHOOL WILL BE VTT?:
Bus ampazy
School dis trict }pus
Other, (e.g. private car)
(Parking will be available adjacent to Gill C:oliseun)
Feparture date £roan your school
Departure time
- -- Pick up point for your school
Departure date fran OSU
Departure: tiara fron OSU
Approximate arrival time at your district pick-up point 	 i
P
N O T E: 1F THE TOTAL i^BER OF STUDENT'S AND STAFF WHO W= BE
CaMING FROM YOUR SCHOOL DOES NOT AGM WITH THE ABOVE
NCM, PLEASE CALL 754-2999 STATELY.
-75-
INCLUDED WIM FINAL ARRANGE MU LETTER TO CONTACTS OF THOSE SCHOOLS
REQUIRING OVERNICE ACCOMMDATIONS.
r
Eacherson will nod to br ing:g
Upon arrival at OSU, please go directly to your assigned residence hall
to check in. When you arrive at the residence hall, ask for
Meal tickets will be available at
All meals will be served in «atheri:ord Hall.
Leal times are as follows:
Breakfast:	 6:45 - 8:30 am
Dinner:
	
4: 45 - 6:00 pm
Box lunches will be available in the Yezmrial Union Ballroom at 11:50
12:25 ga.
Please plan to arrive at the Mamrial. Union registration desk by
8:30 am, April- 28.
Costs for transpor'L ation sh hind be billed to OSU/NeASA Sympoisuu, Account
number 30-264-3001, Ran 328 Waldo Hall, Oregon State University, Corvallis,
Oregon, 97331.
3
Use of private autcoobiles can be reimbursed at ll^ per mile. Use the
preceeding billing procedure.
9
INCLUDED WITH FINAL ARRANGEZUBRU LE= TO CONEACTS OF THOSE SCHOOLS
REQUIRING OVERNIGHT ACCOI^MDATIONS
ARRANGEMENTS FOR YMIS HOUSING
School Distxict:
School:
Contact Person:
Final arrangements for overnight lodging and meals for your students
and staff are as follows:
students will be staying at 	 men's residence hall.
students will be staying at
	
Men's residence hall.
students will be staying at	 wcmen I s residence. hall
students wil l be staying at
	
wcmn's residence hall.
total nurber of students
staff will be staying at
	
nan's residence hall.
staff will be staying at	 men's residence hall.
staff will be staying at 	 women's residence hall.
staff will be staying at
	
W13alemis residence hall.
total number of staff
Your bus driver (s) will be staying at:
(name)
(address)
-77-
Office of Educational
Opportunit1e3
Barbra BowmWz
Ore on
5ta eUniversity
Symposia it Director
THANK YOU LETTER TO SCHOOL CONTACTS IN SCHOOLS FOR WHICH WE ARRANGED TRANSPORTATION
National Aeronautics and S pace Administration
Corvalifs, Oregon 97331
	
(Em) 754-3629
	 754-2999
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
May 3, 1977
The Educational Opportunities Procrram at Oregon State University
would like to thank you for your efforts in making it possible for
students from your school to attend the OSU/NASA Space Sym posium held
on the OSU campus, April 27 and 28, 1977. You might be interested to
know that over 800 students and teachers were in attendance during the
two-day conference.
After reading the comments made by students and teachers, on the
evaluation forms, we feel the symposium was a great success, and met
the goal of i.nfo_rni.ng students about career opportunities in the fields
of science and engineering.
Again thank you for your support and contribution to the success
of the program.
Most sincerely,
Barbra Bowman
Svmposium Director
Di ane Clayton
THANK YOU LETTER TO SCHOOL CONTACTS IN SCHOOLS FOR WHICH WE WILL REIMBURSE
FOR TRANSPORTAT ION .
Ore	
National	 pace Administration
	
Office of Educational
	 Sta	 ational Aeronautics and S 
	
Opportunities	 University	 Corvallis, Oregon 97331	 (803) 754-3628	 754-2999
Barbra Bowman
Symposium Director	 "Mother Earth, Father Sky"
May 3, 1977
I
The Educational Opportunities Program at Oregon State University
would like to thank you for your efforts in making it possible for
students from your school to attend the OSU/NLASA Space Symposium held
on the OSU campus, April 27 and 28, 1977. You might be interested to
know that over 800 students and teachers were in attendance during the
two-day conference.
After reading the comments made by students and teachers, on the
evaluation forms, we feel the symposium was a great success, and met
the goal of informing students about career opportun
i
ties in the fields
of science and engineering.
Again thank you for your support and contribution to the success
of the program. Please bill us, as soon as possible, for travel
costs incurred by your school in order to come to the symposium.
Most sincerely,
Barbra Bowman
Symposium Director
Diane Clayton
Svmposium Coordinator
I	 I	 I
CLARIFICATION LETTER TO PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
	
-^1
fl
Office of Educational
Opportunities
Barbra Bowman
tae .Universe National Aeronautics and Space AdministrationCorvallis, Oregon 97331
	 (503) 75,-3629	 754-2999
Symposium Director	 "Mother Earth, Father Sky"
May 3, 1977
Due to a misunderstanding between Portland Public School program
coordinators and the OSU/NASA Space Symposium staff regarding trans-
portation arrangements, considerable confusion resulted in attempting
to transport students from the greater Portland area, to the Space
Symposium, held on the OSU campus in April. As a result of this
confusion, some students and teachers invited to attend the symposium
were unable to attend. This is unfortunate. To these students and
teachers, may we offer our apology.
For your information, some words of explanation may help to describe
what happened to cause the confusion. Amer sending a letter to the
Superintendent of Portland Public Schools, inviting the Portland schools
to participate, and requesting the names of contact people at each school,
we sent additional information to these contact people, regarding the
Space Symposium. We requested these contact people to send the names
of students from their schools who would be interested in attending the
conference. Some schools did return individual recistration forms to us
as requested, while others did not. We were anxious to have Portland
school students participate, but we needed to know exactly who the students
would be and how many would be coming. To assist us in obtainin g this
information, t~ao Portland administrative stars members made individual
school. contacts.
A meeting was held in Portland, on April 5 with these staff members
to discuss transportation arrangements and teacher supervision for
students who would be coming to the symposium. Several possibilities
were discussed at that time.
Following this meeting in Portland, arran gements were made by OSU
with the Evergreen Bus Com pany to transport Portland area students to
the symposium. The bus company designated the time of 6:15 am as
departure time from Portland, in order to arrive at OSU b y 8:30 am.
E	 N
w
Each bus can carry 38 passengers, and students were assigned buses in
as close proximity to their school as possible, without overloading
buses. This information was then sent to the various schools.
Previous to this time, unknown to OSU, Portland staff sent a
better to all the schools outlining transportation arrangements they
had made. When the letter from OSU arrived at the schools, containing
arrangements made with the Evergreen Bus Company, mass confusion was
the result.
Although this explanation does not remove disappointment on the
part of your students, it may serve as a guide for those of us at OSU
and the Portland Public Schools who attempt to coordinate future field
trips for a large school district such as Portland.
tie are pleased, that despite the confusion, many students from
Portland schools were able to come to the conference. Over 900 Oregon
teachers and students were in attendance during the two days. After
reading the comments made by students on the evaluation forms, we feel
the symposium was a success.
Again may we offer our apology. Thank you for your cooperation
and understanding in this matter.
Very sincerely,
Barbra Bowman
Symposium Director
Diane Clavton
Symposium Coordinator
DC/jm
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LETTER TO ETHNIC i^f WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS
Office of Educational
Opportunities
Symposium
NASA
Oreors
University Corvallis, Oregon 97331
	 (503) 754-3628 754-2999
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
February 4, 1977
I
i
Mr. Spenser Sahmaunt
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Education Office
B.O. Box 3785
Portland, OR 97208
Dear Mr. Sahmaunt:
Oregon State University, in conjunction with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), is sponsoring a Space Symposium an April
27 and 28, 1977. It will be held in the Memorial Union, on campus. The
intent of this program is to present information that might interest
students in pursuing a career in the areas of science or engineering. We
are making a special effort to invite women and minority students.
We would like to extend an invitation to members of your organization
to attend some or all of the program. As soon as plans are finalized, you
will receive additional information. If you might be interested in par-
ticipating, or need further information, please contact Diane Clayton,
Symposium Coordinator, at (503) 754-2999.
Cordially,
Diane Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
Waldo 328
Oregon State University
-83-
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Office of Educational
Opportunities
Barbra Eowman
9
egon
re .University
Symposium Director
PERSONAL LETTER TO INDIVIDUALS INTERESTED IN 141NORITY STUDENT EDUCATION
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
	 ($03) 754-3628
754-2999
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
April 22, 1977
The Educational Opportunities Program at Oregon
.
 State University,
in conjunction with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), is sponsoring a Space Symposium on April 27 and 28, 1977. It
will be held in the Memorial Union, on campus. The intent of this
program is to present information that might interest students in
pursuing a career in the areas of science or engineering. we are
making a special effort to invite women and minority
 students.
We would like to extend an invitation to you to attend some or all
of the Symposium. April 27 is directed toward junior high students,
while April 28 will focus on senior high, college and university students.
A copy of the program is enclosed. Because of technical dil:ficulties,
the Communications Technology Satellite has been eliminated. A program
addendum will be distributed at the symposium. If you have any questions,
please contact Barbra Bowman., Symposium Director, or Diane Clayton,
Symposium Coordinator at 754 -2999.
Cordially,
Barbra Bowman
Svmposium Director
APPENDIX I
COPIES OF CORRESPOMMCE SENT TO COYMNITY COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
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rLETTERS TO COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND STATE COLLEGES IN OREGON
Office of Educational
Opportunities
Symposium
NASA
OregonStateUniversity Corvallis, Oregon 97331
	 (503) 764-3628 7,54
-2999
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
February 4, 1977
Ms. Kay Thomison
Special Services
Chemeketa Community College
P.O. Box 1007
Salem, OR 97308
Dear Ms. Thomison:
Oregon State University, in cooperation with the Na-Uonal Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), is sponsoring a Space Symposium on April
27 and 28, 1977. It will be held in the Memorial Union, on cam pus. The
program will include information about science and engineering careers,
as well as a variety of special activities of interest to all. we are
especially interested in having women and minority students attend.
We would like to extend a special invitation to students at your
college to attend. It is expected that the symposium will attract many
interested people throughout Oregon. Please make the invitation and
information known to students and faculty, particularly faculty in the
counseling department, so that they might contact students interested in
science careers. As soon as plans are finalized, you will receive addi-
tional information. To let us know of your interest, or if you have
fvrther cruestions, contact Diane Clayton at (503) 754-2999.
Cordially,
t
Diane Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
Waldo 328
Oregon State University
1	 I ! 	i 	 C	 I	 k
LETTERS TO OREGON UNIVERSITIES
'I
Office of Educational
Opportunities
symposium
NASA
Ore on
University Corvallis, Oregon 97339
	 (503) 764.3628 754-2999
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
February a, 1977
Mr. John F. Jenkins
Career Planning & Placement
Portland State University
Portland, OR 97207
Dear Mr. Jenkins:
Oregon State University, in cooperation with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), is sponsoring a Space Symposium on April
27 and 28, 1977. It will be held in the Memorial Union, on cam pus. The
program will.'include information about science and engineering careers, as
well as a variety of special activities of interest to all. We are espe-
cially interested in having women and minority students attend.
We would like to extend a special invitation to students at your uni-
versity to attend. It is expected that the symposium will attract many
interested people throughout Oregon. Please make the invitation and infor-
mation known to students and faculty, particularly faculty in the counseling
department, so that they might contact students interested in science
careers. As soon as plans are finalized, you will receive additional infor-
mation. To let us know of your interest, or if you have further questions,
contact Diane Clayton at (503) 754-2999.
Cordially,
r
Diane Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
Waldo 328
Oregon State University
-87-
FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Ore on
University
Office of Educational
Opportunities
Barbra Bowman
Symposium Director
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Corvallis, Oregon 97331	 csosy n4-3s^_s
	754-2999
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
April 11, 1977
As you may be aware, the Educational Opportunities Program at OSU and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration are sponsoring a Space
Symposium to be held in the Memorial Union on cam pus, an April 27 and 28,
1977. The program on April. 28 will be directed toward high school, college
and university students.
The intent of the program is to present information that might interest
students in pursuing careers iz the areas of science and engineering. Regis-
tration will be from 8:30 -- 9:30 am. The program will begin at 9:30 am and
conclude at 3:15 pm. The format will include 2-3 large group sessions and
several small group sessions. There will be approximately 17 small group
presentations from which students will be able to select six, according
to their interests. These small group presentations are in the fields
of biological science, environmental and physical science, aerospace science,
engineering, and computer science. Special. features will be an address by
an astronaut, displays and e;ehihits, and a mock-up of the space shuttle.
Additionally, there will be teaching-learning materials and ideas available
for teachers who attend the symposium.
Transportation and Lunch arrangements for Special Services community
,college students will be coordinated by Patty Eberhardt, Director of Special
Services, OSU. If you need further information, please call her at 754-
4373. We hope you and some of your students will be able to attend.
qC/jm
Cordially,
Diane Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
-88-
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LETTER TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS
	
APPENDIX J
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
	 (503) 754-3628 754-2999
"Mother Earth, Father Sky"
February 7, 1977
Dr. Solon Stone
Assistant Dean of Engineering
Oregon State University
OSU Campus
Dear Dr. Stone:
May I take this opportunity to inform you that an office for the NASA
Symposium to be held April 27 and 28, 1977, on the OSU campus has been
officially established. A full--time coordinator and segretary have been
° employed to work on planning and organization.
The office is in Waldo hall, Room 328, Oregon State University. We
plan to keep you informed of the status of plans for the symposium. If
we can be of assistance in answering any questions you might have, please
contact Diane Clayton, symposium Coordinator, at (503) 754-2999.
Cordially,
G /Lr
Diane Clayton
Symposium Coordinator
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APPEMIX L
INIFORMTION REGARDING SWING CAPACITY OF
. 2= GROUP D=-TM ROOMS
ROOM NO.	 APPROXIMATE SEATIM
	 GWERAL =RviATION
Ballroom 600 Used for dances, large conventions
East Ballrocan 75 and banquets. Rental charges.
West Ballroom 75
FIRST FLOOR	 (102, 103, 106, 110 cannot be re—arranged)
102 20 maximmn 1 conference table, 20 chairs, blackboard
103 12 maximum 1 conference table, 12 chairs, blackboard
105 100-200 IAA chairs, classrcm style, can be
darkened for movie. Screen built in,
piano, blackboard
106 20 maximm 1 conference table, 20 chairs, blackboard
1.1.0 18 maximum I conference table, 18 chairs, blackboard
SECOND FLOOR
206 88-96 88 chairs, classroom style, can be
darkened for movie. Screen, piano,
blackboard.
207 50 50 chairs, classroom style, blackboard
208 58-75 58 chairs, classroom style, can he
darkened,  blackboard, Piano.
Boardroom 30	 (44) 30 chairs, conference table, can be
darkened, blackboard, 14 extra chairs
Council Fccm 30	 (44) 30 chairs, conference table, 14 extra
chairs, can be darkened, blackboard
210 70 50 chairs, classroom style
211 70-80 72 chairs, classroom style, piano,
blackboard
212 20 1 conference table, 20 chairs, piano.
blackbaord
213B 22 1 conference table, 22 chairs, blackboard
2130 22 1 conference table, 22 chairs, blackboard
214 15 nk-L-dzm 1 conference table, 15 chairs, blackboard
215 15 maximum I conference table, 15 chairs, blackboard
216 15 maximum I conference table, 15 chairs, blackboard
217 15 raaX2= 1 conference table, 15 chairs, blackboard
218 15 Hk-L-di= I conference table, 15 chairs, blackboard
PEAVY LODGE seat 90 Tables and chairs. Fireplace and wood.
100-150 for Telephone. Refrigerator with little
reception freezer. Stove, sink, no hot water.
Restr=rLs. outdoor barbeque pit.
-92-
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APPENDIX M
PICTURE OF BANQUET FACILITIES
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Nameless
The new amphitheater area located in MU MU Food Liaison Committee is sponsoring aR
—t next to the Gallery needs a name and the naming contest which will last two weeks.
a .
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APPENDIX N
LIST OF AUDIOVISUAL NEEDS
OSU/NASA SWPOSIU14
April 27-28, 1977
Memorial Union
Oregon State University
Audio-vigual Equipment Needs:
Room Number
102
105
106
110
206
2G7
208
Board Room
210
211
Equipment Needed
16 mm projector and screen
35 mm projector and screen, extension cord
overhead projector and screen
overhead projector and screen
16Ymn projector, 35 mm projector, screen
extension cord
35mm projector and screen
16 pan projector and screen
35 mm projector and screen
screen
I	 I  
APPMDIX O
Format for Scheduling Students into
Small Group Sessions
Pp. 96-102
is
Utilizing the following charts and schedules, it was possible to
give 390 students a personalized schedule based on their career
choice. Many students did not indicate a career area preference.
These students were given a schedule encompasing a variety of
fields.
WEDNESDAY, April 27, 1977
A personalized schedule for 390 students was arranged, with the
following career area breakdown:
Biological Sciences -- 120
Physical & Environmental Sciences - 90
Aerospace and Engineering - 90
Engineering & Computer Sciences - 90
15 people were each given one of the following small group session
schedules.
Legend: C.A. - Career Area
WBR - West Ballroom
9
TAR Main Ballroom
Bio - Biological Sciences
. PhE - Physical and Environmental Sciences
ArE - Aerospace and Engineering
EnC - Engineering and Computer Science
C.L. -- Clarice Lolich, Space Science ]Lecturer
BR - Boardroom
FIRST CHOICE - BIOLOGY
E
h.. period Rdon C.A. Period Room C.A.
1 WER Bio 1 WBR Bio
2 M.BR C.L. 2 MBR C.L.
3 MBR C.L. 3 MBR C.L.
f>
^- 4 214 EnC 4 105 ArE
5 215 Bio 5 214 EnC
6 102 ArE 6 102 ArE
7 105 ArE 7 WBR ArE
i
-F,
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FIRST CHOICE - BIOLOG'Y
is
Period Room C.A. Period Room C.A.
1 214 EnC 1 216 Bio
2 102 ArE 2 214 EnC
3 WBR Bio 3 WBR Bio
216 Bio 4 102 ArE
5 145 AXE 5 106 ArE
6 MBR C.L. 6 MBR C.L.
E 7 MBR C.L. 7 MBR C.L.
',- FIRST CHOICE - ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE
{{i
J
Period Room C.A. Period Room C.A. Period Room
i
C.A.
1 213b EnC 1 217 PhE 1 212 EnC
2 MBR C.L. 2 I4BR C.L. 2 213b EnC
3 MBR C.L. 3 MBR C.L. 3 218 PhE
4 121 EnC 4 213b EnC 4 208 ArE
5 208 ArE 5 212 EnC 5 207 ArE
6 218 PhE 6 208 ArE 6 MBR C.L.
7 207 A=E 7 206 ArE 7 MBR C.L.
FIRST CHOICE - PHYSICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Yi
i cy Period Room C.A. Period Room C.A. Period Roans C.A.}
1 218 PhE 1 215 PhE 1 206 ArE
i 2 206 ArE 2 MBR C.L. 2 218 PhE
3 215 PhE 3 MBR C.L. 3 170 ArE
4 110 ArE 4 217 PhE 4 210 EnC
5 21O EnC 5 206 ArE 5 215 PhE
a 6 MBR C.L. 6 110 ArE 6 MBR C.L.
7 MBR C.L. 7 210 EnC 7 MBR C.L.
' —97—
j
FIRST CHOICE AEROSPACE & ENGTMMUNO SCIENCES
Period }Zoom C.A. Period Room C.A. Period Room C.A.
1 102 ArE 1 106 ArE 1 210 EnC
2 MBR C.L. 2 216 Bio 2 34BR C.L.
3 MBR C.L. 3 105 ArE 3 MBR C.L.
4 206 ArE 4 218 PhE 4 207 AYE
5 110 ArB 5 102 ArE 5 218 ArE
6 211 EnC 6 MBR C.L. 6 106 AYE
7 216 Bio 7 MBR C.L. 7 110 AYE
f.
MURSDAY, April 28, 1977
t^
i
FIRST CHOICE - BIOLOGY
Period Room C.A. Period Room C.A.
1 MBR C.L. 1 215 Bio
2 MBR C.L. 2 102 ArE
is
3 215 Bin 3 216 Bio
4 102 ArE 4 210 EnC
5 216 Bio 5 MBR C.L.
6 210 EnC 6 MBR C.L.
.r Period Roam C.A. Period Room C.A.
'i
1 MBR C.L. 1 102 ArE
2 MBR C.L. 2 215 Bin
3 102 ArE 3 210 EnC
4 215 Bio 4 216 Bio
5 210 EnC 5 14ER C.L.
CY
6 216 Bio 6 MBR C.L.
FIRST CHOICE- ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE
y'
Period	 Room C.A. Period Room C.A. Period ROOM C.A.
"' 1 MBR C.L. 1 MBR C.L. 1 211 EnC
_] 2 MER C.L. 2 MBR C.L.
2 21$ PhE
r^
3 213b EnC 3 214 EnC 3 206 ArE
4 218 PhE 4 206 ArE 4 214 EnC
5 214 EnC 5 213b	 EnC 5 MBR C.L.
6 206 ArE 6 217 PhE 6 MBR C.L.
.,
^: u
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FIRST CHOICE -- PHYSICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Period Room C.A. Period Roam C.A. Period Room C.A.
1 MFR C.L. 1 MBR C.L. 1 217 PhE
2 MBR C.L. 2 MBR C.L. 2 211 Eric l
3 217 PhJ 3 105 ArE 3 218 PhE
_s
4 211 Enc. 4 217 PhE 4 305 ArE
5 218 Phr- 5 211 Enc 5 MBR C.L.
i
i 6 105 ArE 6 21B PhC 6 MBR. C.L.
r„
FIRST CHOICE - AEROSPACE & ENGINEERING SCIENCES
Period Room C.A. Period Room C.A. Period Room C.A.
1 106 ArE I BR ArE 1 MBR C.L.
2 212 EnC 2 207 ArE 2 MBR C.L.
3 BR ArE 3 106 ArE 3 207 ArE
4 207 ArE 4 212 EnC 4 BR ArE
5 MBR C.L. 5 MBR C.L. 5 212 EnC
6 MBR C.L. G MBR C.L. 6 106 ArE
's
Y.
f
i
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WEDNESDAY SMALL GROUP SESSION SCHEDULE
Biology
	
a= Aerospace	 T- Engineering	 M = Physical Science
MBR - Main Ballroom 	 %qBR = West Ballroom	 BR = Boardroom
t
0
1
Roam
Capacity: 20 30+ 20 18 -30-1- 30+ 30+ 30* 30+ 30+ 20 22 22 15 15 15 15 30f 300+
Room
Numbest: 102 105 106 110 206 207 208 BR 210 211 212 213a 214 215 21 21 21 WBR MBR
Career 1-0 5tAj
Area: A A A A A A A A E E E E E B B P P 20 6ZT3^ 7^
4PERIOD/
Or STUDENTS NUMBERS SCHEDULED INTO EACH ROOM
1/3635 20	 20	 10	 20	 20 15	 20	 .15	 1^5	 15	 l	 155
5	 5 5	 5	 5
2/361 5	 7	 9	 7	 9	 9	 9 9	 9	 7	 5	 7	 5	 7 7 Q D 30
®'
3/361 a 7 7 (0 7 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 ® 7 7 15 30
70
4/355 Q) ®5 25 25 2-5 15 20 (5 15 20
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5/3605]5]55 155 25 ( 25 (g 25 Q 20 {15 20
5 5 5 5 5 5 10
6/365 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 30
Q 0
7/365  (0 7 (a (& Q f	 7 7 10 7 7 7 7 7 o5 7 7 7
85
* Number indicates period. Letter indicates Career area
Room
Capacity: 20 30+ 20 18 30.1- 30+ 30+ 30+ 30+ 30+ 20 22 22 15 15 15 15 15 300+
Room
Number; 102 105 106 110 206 207 208 BR 210 211 212 213b 213c 214 215 216 217 218 MBR
Career
Area; A A A A A A A A E E E E E E B B P P
PERIOD/
OF STUDENTS NUMBERS SCHEDULED INTO EACH ROOM
1/4475 11 11 11 11 11 ^5 11 ®5 11 11 11 11 11 1a 11 V
120
2/447 45 11 11 ll 11 43 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
3/449 Q 18 C 36 36 20 22 05 21 5 21 21 21 21 7
154/449 Q 20 18 Q 36 ® 22 22 05 1'^ '"^
5 21 21 21 21 21 21 5
5/451 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
135
6/451 11 V 11 05 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 5
I
IAaN
I
THURSDAY SMALL GROUP SESSION SCHEDULE
Biology ^ ^ Aerospace ,E^^ Engineering Physical. Science
MBR = Main Ballroom	 WBR = West Ballroom BR = Boardroom
.f
APPENDIX P
MATERIALS INCLUDED IN REGISTRATION PACMT
pp. 104--111
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Please distribute a registration packet to each student from your school.
In each packet are:
NAME TAGS:
Please ask students to wear their name tags to assist us in identifying
5ynposium participants.
STUDENT S=ULE - (Small Group Session) -- (Book of Tickets)
Students have been scheduled according to their individual registration
form, returned to us several days ago. Each ticket in the booklet
is marked with a session number and a rccn number (e.g. - l 105)
This would indicate that the student should go to room 105, first
period. If a ticket is marked ® 3 &4, MBR , the student should be
in the main ballroom for a large group presentation by Clarice
Lolich. Maps of the Memrial Union have been posed in various
locations throughout the Memrial Union, to assist students in locating
the various rooms. Included in the Ticket Booklet is a ticket for
Lunch (the ticket with no room designated) and a ticket for the souvenir
photograph (00). Photographs will be taken in the Main Ballroom
during registration, and at the conclusion of the synpositun at 3:15
pm- Students should present these tickets to the person in charge
at each area.
LUNCH -
Box lunches w.i.11 be available in the MU ballroom from 11:50 - 12:25 pm.,
Tickets must be exchanged for a box lunch. Teachers will eat in the
East Ballroom, whExe a special program has been planned for them.
ADDITIONAL =RMATION -
Teachers have been scheduled into small group sessions. A booklet
of tickets for teachers has been included in this packet. Please
assist us in supervision of students by attealing the small group
sessions as scheduled.
EVALUATION FOES -
At the conclusion of the day's program (3:00 - 3:15 pm), everyone
will. meet in the main ballroom of the trial Union. Please have
your school sit together at this time. Students wil" be provided
with a packet of materials, an evaluation form, and a pencil. Please
assist students from your school to capplete this form.. 'hen, collect
these and leave them on the table near the exit as you depart.
DEPAFu"'LI E --
Busses will leave the Gill Coliseu:r.parking area at approximately
3:45 pm., Thank you for your assistance and. cooperation. We hope
you will enjoy the sympositan.
.^	 I	 I	 !	 I	 I	 !	 i
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W1 ,130 DAY, APRIL 27, 1977
M1 ORIAL UNION, OREGON: STAFF IR41V1-ISIIY
!loom 206	 "Industry In Space"
11illiam llorvatlr, Space Science Lecturer
Ml	 I..Ames RLsearcli Center
C-3	 Cll
llaom 110
Mom 207
Room 216
Room 106
Boardroom
Room '102
Room 21 3b
foam 212
Mom 2I0
11130 - 9:30 am	 WIGIS'IRNnON, hUisn Entrance,.bl.U.
DISPLAYS Fr HARBITS, Main Ballroom, H.U.
9:30 - 9:45 am	 19I'sICof: Anmir 5, .M>ain Ballroom, M.U.
MI.C.:	 Stuart E. Knapp
Dean of Undergraduate Studies, OSU
Speakers:	 Peter 11. Chen, Deputy Assistant
Equal Opportunity Programs
NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Robert W. M1acVicar
President, Oregon State University
9:45 - 10:15 am	 LARGE GROUP SESSION, Wn Ballroom, M.U.
'I'ne Congress F, You!'
Presiding:	 'Robert 14. MlacVicar
President, Oregon State University0
rn	 Presenter:	 James Weaver, .(D. - OR.) 4th District
(Assisted by the Convmunications
Teclinology Satellite)
10:15 - 10:45 am	 LARGE GROUP SESSION. Main Ballroom, MAJ.
!9i ►at s In It For M1:?"
N.C.:	 Miriam W. Orzecli*Director
Educational Opportunities Program, OSU
Presenter:	 Nichelle Nichols
Autian Picture and Television Actress
Cast from:	 Uigh.School Talent Search, Inc.
11:00 - ll:20 nra
	
SMIA, GROUP SESSIONS, MU. Mi:.eting Moms
^l	 t	 t	 t.
"Science - !plat's In It For W7 1 ' r
Jerry C. Elliott, Aerospace Ingineer
NASA/Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
"Mtedical Tools for 'Tomorrow"
Salvador A. Itositano, Biomedical Engineer
NASA/lanes Researchi Center
"11ia Biologist 4 Planetary Exploration"
Bonnie P. Dalton, Biochemist
NASA/Ares Research Center
117he Satellite as a fool"
Robert Ekstrand, Photograpliic Engineer
NASA/tines Research Center
"Mcognizing Your Opportunities"
Tliomas Almajuela, Engineer-Pilot
NASA/Amos Rosearcli Center
„Exploring Careers Witli NASA"
Kathy Mbreliouse, Assistant Personnel Manager
IbGmas Nanomantube, Cooperative Education Student
NASA/Ames Research Center
"Engineering Careers in Industry"
'Dodd lynch, Electrical Engineer
Jeff Smith, Electrical Engineer
Hewlett-Packard
"Tourorrow's Opportunity Today"
Glenda Aldnaitty, Cornnunity Programs Representative
Miarie Trujillo, Community Interface Representative
Rockwell International
"Economics systems f, Business"
o	 e	 u OR s	 Jess Arnold, Minager of Connrrunity Interface Program
Ml. C.:
	
GnrtR^ A. !foil, Education Programs Officer 	 Joe Kerlegon, Mlannger of Small Business 4 Minority	 l
NASA/Ames Ileseurcln Center	 Business EnterpriseIlo c l i,rel 1 International
Presenters:
	 Room 211
	 "A i4arid For Women In Engineering"
Room 2011	 "Bonding the Future"	 Julie Jeppsen
Bonito Casados, Space Science Lecturer 	 Pacific MV Bell. Telephone Company	 ,.
NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory	 Room 213c	 "Chemistry in Industry"
Ilnom .105	 "Me? Avaintion? Mry Not?"	 Sid Ilecktalt, Chemist
Calvin Pitts, Aeronautics Lecturer	 Georgia Pacific Corporation
NASA/Amts 'llesearcli Center
	 Room 214	 "Opportunities for Engineers in tlia Energy Field"
Paul Scbaad, Personnel Specialist
Vicki Vandzandt, Personnel Specialist
Eugene Davis, personnel Specialist	 r-
Bonneville Power Administratiotn
t
.1100111 210 "OpportLIFIlLieS in Aerospace Industry"
George Hiclanon,	 fraiiiing Manager
Boeing Calupally
12:55	 1:15 pm. SMALL GROUP SESSIONS, M.U. Meeting Rooms
Toom 218 "Careers in lbrot;t RecTuatioli Matuigeniont!'
Margaret Nii1liken, Associate Professor Repeat of 12:30 - 12:50 pm Small Group Sessions.
-hool of Forestry, 08USL Please note change listed:
Room 217 "Daughter Sea" West Ballroom "Computers A the World of C.O.S.M.I.C."
Barbara Sullivan
	
Judy Keser Toribio Gonzales, Computer Scientist
Barbra Dexter	 Fran Boler NASA/Ames Research Center
Gretchen Schuette 	 Nonna Snuillbolle
Priscilla Neuberger 1:20	 1:40 pm a1ALL GROUP SESSIONS, M.U. Weting Rooms
Gradtmte SLLI&IltS, School of Oceanography, OSU (1/2 of the Students)
Room 215 "WorLing With Chemistry" Repeat of 12:30 - 12,50 pn Small Group Sessions.
(ANI Only) Mary A. Ityan, Graduate Student Please note change listed:
Analytical Chemistry, 0511
West Ballroom "Earth From a Different Perspective"
West Ballroom "Furth Viewed fran Space" Susan Norman, Engineer
ionel Greene, Jr., Biologist NASA/Ames Research Center
NASA/Ames Research Center
1:20	 2:05 PUL MERAL SESSION (1/2 of the Students), bhln Ballroom
11:0	 11:40 0111 GENMAI SI•SSION (1/2 of the Students) 	 Ah j n 11-allrut-11 enti led Plying Objects - Airborne & Spaco-borne"
Flying Objects - Airborne V1 SIMIC0410ML
Presenter:	 Clarice Lolich, Space Science Lecturer
Presenter:	 Clarice Lolich, Space Science I.ecturer NASA/Ames Research Center
NASA/Ames Research Center
1:45  	 2:05   pin a1ALL GROUP SESSMMS M.U. Acting Rooms11:25	 11;45 ant SM11 GR0111 1 SLSSIONS,M.U. WeLing Rooms (1/2 o f t1te Students)
Repeat of 12:30 - 12:50 pm Small Group Sessions.
Repeat of Previous Sinall Group Sessions. Please note change listed:
Please note change listed*
West Ballroom "Ideas A Tools for Tomorrow"West Ballroom "Front Farth to venits" Herbert L. ]folly, Technologist
Ruben Itainos, lingincer NASA/Amos Research Center
NASA/Ames ReSIM-Ch Center
2:15	 3:00 pm LARM- GROUP SESSION, Main Ballroom, M.U.11:50	 12:25 pin 411M01 I'lie Reality of Marred Sapce Flight"
M-Wnts, Main W11ITonsn, M.U.
Teachers, Re= 109 M-11. (Resources for Aerospace Presenter:	 Bruce McCandless, AstronautCareers) NASA/Lyndon P. Johnson Space Center
12:30	 12:50 pin SM11 GROUP SESSIONS, M.U. Meeting Rooms 3.00	 3:15 pa CLOSING ANNOUNCII[MrS, Win Ballream, M.U.
Repeat of Previous Small Group Sessions. Presiding:	 Garth A. Hull, Education Programs Officer
Note Change listed: NASA/Ames; Research Center
West. Ballroom "Earth Viewed from Space" 3:15	 3:45 pm DISPLAYS & M51IBITS, Main Ballroom, M.U.
Lionel Greene, Jr., Biologist
NASA/tunes Research Center 3:45	 4:00 In BUSES DEPART, Gill Coliseum parking area.
Room 215 "Journey to the Beyond lbroubdi the M3diunt of Chemistry"
Chris Pastorek, Graduate Student
Chumistry Department, OSU
... . ....... ..
111URSDAY, APRIL 28, 1977
E
h>i MIAL UNION, OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
3:30 - 5:00 pin	 SPECIAL SESSION for OSU staff f, students
Main Ballroom, Ak:merial Union
8:30 - 9:30 am MMISTRATION, Alain Entrance, M.U.
system	
an the use of the rceeconmru^ications
tems for analyzing land resources, MISPLAYS R.I911BIT5	 Alain Ballroom	 M.U.^	 ^
Presenters: Robert hall, Planner 9:30 - 9:45 am IVELCMM. ADDRESS, plain Ballroom, M.U.	 j
hl<rItnowil. Carroty Ik:pt, of Environmental
Services, Portland hl. C.	 Richard Pizzo, Director
Office of ffigh School - College Relations
Timothy Maly, Professor of Electrical
Engineering, University of Santa Clara, $pea'cers:	 Peter II. Chen, Deputy Assistant —
Santa Clara, California Equal Opportunity Programs
NASA llendquarters, Washington, D.C.
r Wnnis Isaacson, Director of Tansy
Fredrick J. BurgessRagwort Control Program, Oregon
Dept, of Agriculture, Salem Dean of the School of Engineering, OSU
Barry Schrrmrpf, Director of Cuviromncatal 9:45 - 10:15 an LAItG11 GROUP SESSION,	 Ballroom, M.U.rMain
Remote Sensing Applications Laboratory. 1 oat s In It For Ale:
co	 Oregon State University, CorvallisI TM.C.:	 Stuart L. Knapp
Ralph Slary, Assistant Dean of Research Dean of Undergraduate Studies, 05U
Oregon State university, Corvallis Presenter:
	
Niclrelle Nichols
(Assisted by the Canimanications •Icchnology Satellite) Abtion Picture and Television Actress
Cast from:	 high School Talent Search, Inc.
7:00 - 0:00 1-4a I:MIING SESSION for the cannnunity, Main Ballroom, M.U. 10:15 - 10:55 am LARGE GMJP SI .SSION, Alain Ballroom,
'I ife 1 ality o • thaned Spaca Flight^^ 7 ^e Reality o	 Alarmed Space Plight
Preser*ing: Bruce McCandless, Astronaut M.C.:	 .lorry C. Elliott, Aerospace Engineer
NASA/Lyndon 13..lohnson Space Center NASA/Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Browsing Lime.	 Exhibits	 DisplaysE, Presenter.	 Bruce ACCandless, Astronaut 	 -r---
NASA/Ames Research Center
11:00 - 11:200 ant SMALL GI1l1U) SESSIONS, M.U. Matting Rooms
(1/2  o • the Students)
M.C.:	 Gard► A. ]i111, Education Progrmns Officer
NASA/Ames Research Center
..-^-^  *stR^irhk**! **AltA*R*ak&YlA **!cR**k******h*{c**kkk**ik ^^
Presenters:
lei
"I KNOW MY RACE MAIST 061NGE, M CAMOr 11OLD Ot1R OWN IVI7ll 711E Repeat of Wednesday tbrning Sessions. 	 Please note
"changes as listed:
WHITE MAN AS WE ARE. 	 1Vli ONLY ASK AN EVEN C11ANCC 'in LIVE AS
0111131t hiEfil I IVE.r' Room 215 "Careers for Women In Science"Ann Brodie, Biochemist, OSU
Janet Cardenas, Biochemist, OSU
Lynn Barber, Microbiologist, OSU
C11IEF JOSI.PII OF "111P. NEZ PERMS JoAnn Leong. Microbiologist, 05U
JAMIARY I4, 11179 Paula Kanorek, Statistican, OSU
Helen Lowry, Statistican, OSU
ERoom 213a "linginecriug Careers in Industry"
.	 •^` Doug CO.]H115, Electrical Ingineer
Dave Lowe, Electrical Engineer
Itewlett-Packard ACt tOIYIEI)GEE7.1GN15
11:00 - 11:40 am GIINIiIIAI. SESSION (1/2 of the Students), Main Ballroom
'rI^IentlYie^i1ying Objects - Airborne F, Space-borne"
Presenter:	 Clarice Lolich, Space Science Lecturer Willie I>tEE i te, Symposium Director, NASA
NASA/Ames Research Center Rosco Monroe, Symposium Assistant Director, NASA Headquarters
11:25 - 11:45 am: SMALL. 61011P 5E55ION, M.U. Weting RoenU Barbra Bomimn, Symposiun Director, Oregon State University
71/2  o • the Si— tuc emits)
Repeat of Previous Srriall Group Sessions.
Connie Fullerton, Symposiun Publicity
Lonnie Harris, Caunselor/Recruitor, E.O.P., Oregon State University
11 . 50	 -	 12:25 Pill I1MV
Students, bbin Ballroom National Aeronautics and Space A.Ministration
Teachers, ]LOOM 109, N.U. (Resources for Aerospace
Careers) Oregon State University Staff
12:30 - I:OS pin LARG1's GlOIR' SES,I()N, Main Ballroom, M.U. Oregon State University Advisory Paucity
i Ilie Space Transportation Systeul"
OSU - Educational Opportunities Program Staff' F, Students1 i Presenter:	 7=;raC T. Gil lain
Q NASA/Dryden Flight Research Center Oregon State Depardnent of Education Advisory Staff
1:l5 - 1:35 Pm St.w.I, GROUP SISSIONS, M.II, weting Rooms Institute for Public Affairs Research, Inc.
Repeat of Morning Small Group Sessions Rockwell International
j	 1:411	 -	 2:[}u	 pro SMALL GROVE' SESSIONS, M.U. Weting 10clifts Ilewlett Packard Corporation
Itepeat of tbrning Small Group Sessions Boeing Cowpany
2:11) - 2:55 pm GENEW SBS1ON (1/2 of the Students), Main Ballroom Bonneville Power A^ninistration
— "-' "Ide
 Er k died Flying Objects - Airborne F, Space-borne"
Pacific Northwest Bell
Presenter:
	 Llsr,ce I.olich, Sp ace Science Lecturer
NASA/Aires Research Center Georgia Pacific Corporation
2:I0	 2:30 Pin SMALL CROUP SESSIONS, M.U. Meeting Rooms Woolen in Engineering
o	 t re	 tRT^	 ittents)
Repeat of I•f^EEEing Small Group Sessions Association for Woman in Science
2:35	 2:55 p1n smi.L mnui' SE5SIONS, t•1.11. Wetirlg Roaiiis Black Student Union, OSU
OTz o the StuReatio Chicano Student Union, OSU
Repeat of Binning Small Group Sessions Native American Indian Club, OSU
3:00 - 3:15 pnr CII)SING Ah'i'lOtltlCiih7:WS, Kk in Ballroom, N1.11.
-arch,
 Schaal Talent Se , Inc.
Presiding:
	 Garth A. ]lull, Education Programs Ofricer Rockwell Wiibit:NASA/Ares Research Cotner
Pam Atkins	 Harry Thomas3:15	 -	 3:45 Put L)ISI'1JIYS f I?a1tIRI'IS,
	
fain ]lallraom, M.U. Ramona Poley	 Charles R. Toledo
3:45 - 4:00 Psn RILSES UI:E'AR'f, Gill Co] isecmr parkingarea. Curtis Grunnel
_y
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Addendum to Schedule
Wednesday
* ?gage 1, Peter H. Chen, Deputy Assistant Admnistrator
* Time Changes: 8:30 - 9 : 40 a.m. Registration
9:40 - 9:55	 Welcome
	
9:55 10:35	 Stage Presentation
	
10:35 - 11:45	 Small Group Sessions
* No "The Congress & You" - Congressman James Weaver
^y
* No Communications Technology Satellite - but will have viedotape 	 j
presentations in West Ballroom with "Live" audio interaction with 	 1
the presenter.
* Period 7 - 1:45 - 2:05 - No session scheduled for West Ballroom
* substitute for Sal Rositano, Room 207 - Ralph Pelli.gra
Medicine/Engineering
simulation Science Division
NASA_/A,mes Research Center
* Room Change: Room 105 - "Me? Aviation? Why Not?"
Calvin Pitts
Room 105 - "The Satellite as a Tool."
Robert Ekstrand
* No Presentation in Room 213C
* Teacher lunch in West Ballroom, not Room 109
* No 3:30 - 5:00 Special Session for Oregon state University Faculty and
Students
Thursday
* Room Change: Room 213a to Room 213E - "Engineering CAreers in .Industry"
Hewlett-Packard
NOTE: If tickets are lost, please come to the Main Registration Desk, near the
main lounge, in the Memorial Union. Admittance to small group sessions
is by ticket only.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Henderson ' s Business Machines
0• .
Name Tag.
Small Group Sessicn Ticket.
6 indicated pericd number. 216 indicates rccn nt=ber.
r
r) n t	 i
Lunch Ticket.
ri
Souvenir Photograph Ticket.
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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Welcome to "Mother Earth - Father Sky
a look at education and career opportunities
in the world of aeronautics and space technology.
We hope to show you
how your present and future education
can help you get a share of
the excitement of working with technology.
This souvenir is a reminder
that for you ...
the sky is no limit.
National Aeronautics and
	 Oregon State
Space Administration	 University
177N
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N	 y1	 Souvenir Photograph and Frame
APPENDIX R
F
EVALUATION
	
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES PROGRXkM
FO RM :
OSU/NASA SYMPOSIUM
Memorial Union
April 27 and 28, 1977
A. Please check the appropriate boxes:
1. q Female	 2. CD Male
3. q Jr. High Student	 4. q Sr. High Student	 S. O College/Univ. Student
6. q Jr. High Teacher 	 7. q Sr. High Teacher	 S. q College/Univ. Teacher
9. Q Other
(Counselor, parent, administrator, etc.)
S. Listed below are the various :arts of the pro gram. Would you evaluate each
presentation lased on the items listed directly below.
Mark a 1, 2, or 3 in each column, for each program part. A rating
of 1 is high and a rating of 3 is law.
,c.	 +
o	 ^ j,	 rl,	 o
1 = hi gh rating
2 = average rating
3 = law rating
a. Dramatic Presentation
b. Displays and Exhibits I
c. Email Group Presentations
d. Large Group Presentations
..w a
C,
C. Please check yes or no:
Yes No
1. If you have not completed college or are not already_ in
college, do you plan to attend college?
2. have you already decided on your career?
_	
3. Did this symposium make you consider science or engineer-
ing as a career?
4. V you had a.^ opportunity to attend a similar conference
in the future, would you?
E. would you reccmmend that other p-opie attend this type
of symposium?
5. :moo you think that the symposium coal of attracting nircrity
and women students into science and engineering careers
was successful?
D. Please make ccnnen_s and/or _ecommenda*_icns on this cr future s_r;pcsi ns.
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EVALUATION FORM CCMMENTS
JUNIOR HIGH TF.A[EMO, FEMALES
Need better organization - speakers were excellent, but had too little
time to do their thing. I wouldn't be surprised if the speakers felt
they had wasted their time. 2) Soeech by astronaut was excellent,
but audience was rotten -- should have crowd control - don't have
speeches in room where people are wanderuig around. 3) Lunch break
too short Q) Who wants to listen to a tape at lunch????? 5) Many
speakers used vocabulary above junior high level. 6) Tbuld love to
have a conference like this for teachers without the kids - or have it
for interested and gifted students who can really benefit from it.
Ain bored by overemphasis on minorities. Many of my students felt it
said "if you're not a female or a minority forget it because that's
what we're looking for." A better goal would be to attract any capable
youth and not discourage those youngsters who have goals of a scientific
future by actively seeking a specific category of person for training.
Large group speakers were not clearly understood - lack of adequate
acoustic system.. Teachers lunch was "crowded" with a messy box lunch
which was cTreasy and having to pass around (by hand) materials.
I) Allow participants to choose to attend sections of their special
interest. 2) Put Clarice Lolich and her materials in an area with
less distractions than a roam Like the Main Ballroom. Excellent
presentation: 3) It was suggested by one of the students to have the
opportunity to construct and handle models. 4) 1 was impressed with
the friendliness and warmth of NASA representatives. Their enthusiasm
is infectious:: 5) Repition of topics was valuable. 6) Better
guidance and direction was needed for youngsters (many).
SmII group evaluation:
Rm 206 Bill Horvath - interesting presentation. Excellent presentation
for junior high students.
Fm 208 Bending the Future - An interestinq approach -- especially
made career possible for those who may not have the money.
Ra 207 Medical Tools -- Another excellent presentation
.i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 l	 F
EVALUATION FORM CO TS
JMOR HIGH TM 'RS, MUES
1Q-4
An excellent Experience
Excellent concept and program. Hower, too much moving around
(photographers, etc., etc.) and equipnent not functioning correctly.
Some of the sessions were excellent. However, you need to relate the
information to the potential careers as might be seen
 by the students.
The Main Ballrocm was not the best location for the general session
as it was hard to hear the speaker.
Lbnt' spend so much tin-p- at begim-1 ng session introducing people in
audience - too boring for kids - unnecessary to waste time feeding
egos. Schedule sessions amre accurately - There were two different
schedules being used in morning, which caused confusion. Brief speakers
better on what to expect. Advise them not to "talk down' s
 to students.
Nbre stress on personal careers and everyday job routine would spark
interest.
The goal sad to be on getting info out rather than relating to
individuals. The organization was poor. Timing, room changes, and
faulty equipwnt errors were in excess. The idea was great. The
execration stunk. The selection of the OSU Main Ballroom was also poor
due to the noise factor.
Poorly organized, in general my students were bared, and did not attend
presentations. A great resource, very poorly used.
I felt it was disorganized. Afternoon general session too ,long, got
boring.
Presentations - presented the same materials. Mat else is new? Seat
about song
 demonstrations where the audience becomes involved?
Manv of the students .atter-dincr synmposiun were kids that some of the
schools ,-anted to get rid of for the day.
Send info to science teachers not to schools or school. districts
Too bad the students attending were not more accutely involved in science
and academic areas.
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OFVAUMIMN FORM STS
JUNIOR HIGH T^'°.s^f'=, UNDESIGNED SEX
More consise tine schedule is needed.
I think the science oriented student would be more turned on by this
than the minority students Too much distracting noise fron hallways
during the large group sessions.
i
For junior high students the presentaticns need to be more intense
and drarratic - sitting and listenaig all day is too much for this
age group. Field trips to the available science labs would have
b--n just as informative and would help break up the day. Most of the
language was above the kids heads.
Program was slow in getting started and mammy junior high age: students
becarre quickly bored. After the program started mving, however,
interest picked up and the students becaue interested and got into the
symposiuu.
i
EVALUATION FORM CCM&
JUNIOR HIGH, FRVIAFM
C^F'RAL, POSITM:
Science and space are interesting.. It was fun.
I think there should be more symposiums in the future. it was very
interesting, fun., and exciting.
1. think it would be a very goon. idea' (to have future symposiums)
It was a canplete Success! I enjoyed it very much, and I learned
slot. I plan on being an astronaut.
it was very interesting and caning here made me more interested in
college!
What. you have done is very encouraging, educational and. exciting. I
Liked it vvsy much and really enjoyed myself. Thank you for having va.
I dial enjoy this year's sympositnt.
it was very interesting. I know clot ire than I did when I cam.
Thank you for the opportunity!
it was irate esa.ng.
i
I think it was very good.
I really enjoyed this and am planning on going to OSU. It was very
informative. GREAT.
...
(Female, Junior High Students)
i
I thought it was very interesting and it got me interested in.Ihe NASA program.
i;
I've enjoyed this very much and I hope you have more in the future.
It would be nice to have gmre in the future.
They should come out to OSU and do it more often.
I think it was very good, especially the drama presentation. 	 it was
l FANTAST16 1.: :
I really liked the play.
They should have more Star. Trek people for guest speakers. 	 J`.
4i
I think the dramatic presentation was the Lest.
	
It was a fug way of
giving ,informaton about science and was my favorite part of the whole
day. 33
SMAU GROLT PRESENTATIONS:
E; Easily tn^.;--rsiood
Movies on becoming engineers for wren was OK
Score were interesting.
I enjoyed the small	 i'group sessions.
I liked the small group presentations better.
' longer class periods should have been offered.
y. Make the class periods longer!
Need more tne in small. groups
Longer small groups.
Maybe if possible they could be longer.	 ^-
^y
T7y to not make then so boring but put nore ideas and not repeat she
stuff in the small groups over and over again.
YMORr-'TY. EMPBASIS
Do rat just ccric:enLrate on the minorities but everyone.
I think you shoi3ldn t , J ost consentrate on the ` minorities, but everyone
t ^:
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'	 (Female, Junior high Students)
I don't see why people axe so hyped on getting minority and wmen.
EASILY UNDERSTOOD:
Same of the things I could not understand.
Make classes a little uore understanding.
I hope that it would make it livelier, to focus our attention. Lots of
students were bored because several presenters presented vague, complicatec
things.
In neny small groups the people lecturing were talking to us, using
words w-e'd never heard of before. so  we were a bit confused about what
they were saying. The movies and slides were great.
Make a little more easier to understand.
Sm)a of the material was hard to understand (That is why some people were
bored)
it was fun, but som?tiaes they used big words.
SUGMSTIONS AND CCW91'S
A few things were boring, but more of then were irk Wireswing.
In places it was scar--what boring.
it was okay, but the large group sessions were a we-- bit boring. OSU
is a really beautiful college.
Boring.
I think that the astronaut should of talked more about his own
experiences as an astronaut. It would be more interesting.
The large groups were sort of long.
Not as long large groups and longer small groups.
Not so much tine spent in the large group.
Louder. Too long.
I want to have a good speaker and shorten the time.
The only thing that should be different is when that gay speaks.
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x(Female, Junior High Students)
In the large groups the speeches were hard to hear, but the films and
wall group speakers were easily understood.
(include) a map of the Universitv
There aren't manv women on the NASA Team.
Needs to be more organized.
A definite time schedule was not given. Class times overlapped. Otherwise
I thoroughly enloved. it.
I really like OSU. I would like to see the whole thincr.
The lunches were good:
I think science is very iriterestzncr, but going to other x)lanets is stupid.
I don't think God wants us to ao to other planets . If He did. He would
make it more easier for us to go to other ulanets.
it was a hot day so I didn't enjoy myself very well.
I hope that I may come to this college. It's great:::
-122-
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EVALUATION FORK! CONS
JUNIOR HIGH, MLES
GENERAL, POSITIVE:
I learned quite a few things. I think that it is fine as it is. The
infrared pictures were very interesting.
Have some more
It was interesting at zmst tLm s brt,sam things weren't.
I think it was very good, especially the exhibits.
I would rend it for younger people too except the large group
presentations.
I think you should have then more often.
I loved it:
It's neat'. Invite Kennedy (Jr. High) again.
I lake the way it is.
Thank you!
I like it. it was very i nformtive, interesting, and fun (Spook would
say it's facinating) . T liked how NASA showed no "predgedism." I also
liked has Star Trek fitted in (its a shay people can relate to) .
I liked it. 1 learned a lot. Future symposiums would be a good idea.
It was fun, especially lunch.
It was good. You can learn mre. The speakers were great.
I thank it was very interesting. Thank you.
SbP= GROUP PRESENMIONS:
The classes were a surprize to mw as to W selections of interest.
Longer time in classes. Tao short.
You should have people that are interested in space, flying, etc., etc. ,
and I think there should be mall groups not large ones. Because you
can understand better in small. groups.
I like it except for some of the small groin presentations were borinq.
I wed the snail groups. I thought they were very informative. The
large group presentations should talk about new material rather than
what win heard in small groups.
ORGANIZATION:
Was very messy and poorly presented. More time should have be--n allotted
to classes. Eq ipnent should have been in operation.
I would be more fun if time is lengthened so that we can discuss more
deeply into the subject. Everything else was excellently performed.
More organized.
They should have the class sessions more organized.
Put it in an organi zed way.
I suggest that future symposiums be bets organized.
Wasn't very organize.. P_ lot of noise in main ballroom during presentation.
milk was warm, lunch was cold. Plenty of handouts. Sam good presentations.
There should be longer sessions and be more informative.
tI
(Male, Jurdor High Student)
At times they shouldn't talk as much, and should have more displays.
i
Mare mx1els and things for displays and exhibits.
Mere opportunities to just talk to people invnlved.
They can tell you mare about science in space. I think it's very
U,	 interesting to know more scare other things.
Should have mare to do with ships and engineering.
E
This Was rotten
1
j	 Astronauts talk was half hour too long.
4
1
i
' t^

EVALUATION EQRM CM-NEWS
t
SENIOR HIGH TEMMES, MALES
More biology,  sections. Better accoustics for main sections.
I tend to wonder about "reverse discrimination;" I felt that the fact
that i am white and male makes me "sub--standard. " I realize this
symposiuu was for females and minorities, but the majority of scientists
will remain, for several years, white and male.
The physical facilities were TAoeful.l y inadequate. The noise level was
unacceptable, the small discussion group meeting rooms were too hot and
stuffy.
I think the syaposiun goal (minority education) was admirable but I
object to the discrimination against non-minority groups. Being in
a non-minority group does not man students automatically "have it
easy" in gaining access to the great atimunt of information presented.
I think I am demanding equal time. We want equality, not reverse discrimina-
tion. We should set out criteria in terms of proEortionate race nurbers,
interest, and aptitude potentials. I also objected to transportation
arrangem.`.nts. I realize it is a complicated problem. but a grouo of
about 40 kids and advisors rode 300 miles vesterdav in a school bus.
I don't think a cruiser would have been too much to ask. Also, my
group of la kids for which I was res ponsible, was in 4 different locations
with little supervision. Put groups together. (referring to housing
on campus) A little more coordination was needed. S think the symposium
was highly successful_ even though I have been critical. As an educator
I benefitted by gaining resources and future contacts. I hope this
becores an annual affair and hope to send kids and a career counselor
next year.
This type of presentation should not be restricted to minorities. All
students need to be aware of opportunities available to thEm.
Many. of the presentations were blatant propaganda for the aerospace
industries. Science and engineering are exciting enough when presented
honestly. 2) Your target students (minority and w=en) may suffer a
tramatic shock when they return to the "real world of school" and find
out what is really involved in bercaning a scientist or eng i neer. I think.
the program would be much more annrbori.ate for students who have shown
some previous cmuitment to preparing for such a future.
SENIOR HIGH TFAaTM , UNDESIGNMM SEX
'Giat about the majority stint?
Increase ntmfl:^ers and times of small group sessions. Decrease the large
sessions. Give an hour for lunch! Need =ne- for breaks. Need a
M.C. I think intell igence and interest should be the main criteria.
for selection.
I Think selection of students should be principally on basis of scholastic
achievement and interest. I feel much of the interest that may be
generated by this approach will be lost. Pump priming in education is
inefficient except for a few select students. Press coverage was too
imposing - one got the feeling the audience was of secondary inportance.
Small group sessions were good, but many had imposing titles for less
imposing presentations such as "O000rtunities for Encrineerincta,in Enerav
Field" turned out to be about BPAt "Eacrineerincr Careers in Industr-i"
was a description of HP*calcvlators. Best ones for Hiah School
students would be (1) ones that tell of Education nrocrrams. work studv,
colleae prep classes. or (2) technical talks on space programs, etc.
Small groups best approach. Although I like to see programs to get
students involved, I question whether NASA funds should be spent to
advertise NAS_;k programs. (I have mixed feelings, as I like NASA programs)
BPA -- Bonneville Power Administration
HP - Hewlett-Packard Inc_
i
i
ti7
SENIOR HIGH, FMOZE=S
GENE„ POSIT SVE:.
I enjoyed this and thank you for new ideas in my career.
Although I never had the chance to attend any with chemistry or
biological science, which are my prime interests, the ones dealing with
space aeronautics were great, since I've really never been into it.
s
i
This was a very good learning experience, and really got ne thinking
about my future.
It was good. very interesting.
Good learning.
It was pretty good!
It was great - especially Liked the idea of having people live in space
by the year 2000:
Extremely informative.
I really Liked having my picture taken
Well, this is a good opening on what to expect when you do try and get
a job.
I had a good idea as to which field I was going to enter. This symposium,
added to my knowledge of different areas.
"	 Was definitely worth while to find out exactly what NASA had achieved.
I really enjoyed it. It was interesting and very educational::
I enjoyed the symposium and am consider^r_g an engineering or science
related career.
r	 s
c ^
I found this sy-riposium very beneficial and interesting, and I consider
myself lucky for being selected to attend.
interesting.
I really enjoyed it and I wish everyone could come.
z The highlight of my trip was when srry picture was taken. It was nice to
walk around OSU.
In general, i thought this symposium was good.
I think a program like this will help others decide on considering of
having a career in science and things.
Need 'more three in sw ll groups
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(Female, senior High Students)
i
a
3
i
j	 Very interesting was the program. I myself enjoyed it very much. And
'	 I won't forget it.
I do feel that this symposium was interesting as well as informative.
I hope that- in the future other svmposiutms will be presented!
I wish they could Last a whole week instead of just one day.
it was a"lushus'shmi. T zee-l-y liked it and I hope they will continue
it in the future.
Great	 06^
Personally, I have already decided on a scientific career. But T believe
that for those who are undecided as to their future, this symposium might
well help nudge theminto at least thinking about a scientific career.
A rrost enjoyable and informative day. P.S. I appreciate your attitude
towards Star Trek. So few understand.
This was or is really interesting. I will be thinking about this. I
haven't made up my mind about my future. Now I will be thinking
of this for my future.
I think it was very informative and interesting too.
I have no real' comTelt. I think it eras well put together.
RMU GMUP PRESENTATIONS:
Sessions were too short! There should have been more sessions on biological
sciences, which was nw first choice. I appreciated the friendliness
and explanations of the presenters.
I'm an AIFIS exchange student from Turkey for this year. It was really
good to see women displayers. To me, especially this attracts minority
and woman students into science and engineering careers.
Ta reom 110 for the first session was absolutely fantastic, I loved it.
I even stayed there for a second session. I have been trying to find
out about the airforce, and that's the main reason I went to this . I
enjoyed the a session for oceanography but the sessions should be a LOT
Longer so that they would be more informative. This type of symPosium
should be held for at least a week. I thought it wasn't going to be
too interesting and I'm very ecstatically glad I cane. I think it should
be an annual event if it isn't alread y. Thanks.
The people should be able to chooGe what fields they w:-nt ¢.o attend
beforehand.
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(Female, Senior High Students)
F_	 Many of t1-4 small groups were not adequately presented, i.e. the companies
involved were too self centered. The people directly involved in NASA
mace space more exciting.
The small group presentations were much more interesting and pertinent
than the large groups.
The sma11 group sessions were very good.
I think that the person attending should have more chance to choose the
presentations he is interested in.
'	 Sons• of the small group presentations were pretty good. I particularly
liked the one on Viking biology and war=n in science.
Small group prest9.onations given by interesting, intelligent speakers
were excellent.
I was interested in the biological asorr:i-n and was d-ad in
the minimal amount of seminars in this area. I attended only one
biological, science seminar. The sessions (small groups) were too slnrt.
A-Ucw students to select and attend as many small sessions as possible,
as they were the highlight of this symposium.
Need more small group presentations.
OF^NI^TTON:
I thought that the large groups were awfully noisy. But very
interesting. I liked the play that was presented.
Suggestion: a) small description of the small group presentations,
b) the organization and schedule were not too hot -- improve them.
Today's large group sessions needed better sound system (microphone).
Difficult to pay attention to large grouo sessions. Imoxessed with
time schedule - always kept pretty close to tentative schedule!
The large group presentations could have been more interesting and
short. The films and slides made it interesting. The small group
presentations were just great, but they could have been longer. You
should have longer for small group presentations. Thank you for
having these symposium.
I think it could get a little more organized in the large sessions.
It was a little hard to hear with those microphones.
0(feniale, Senior High Students)
Try to be a little more organized and have better directions which are
easier to understand.
I think it should have been a two day program each group.
MINORITY EDTHASIS :
I was disappointed that the non-minority men were excluded. I know
severa? who were interested and were not granted permission by the
administration. This is too bad.
T feel that the request for minority groups, while performing some
good, brought several young people into the program who weren't genuinely
interested. Not only that, but a?so had no intention of becoming
Interested.
Same parts of the symposium I didn't enjoy as much, maybe because
they were directed too much baaards minority students or disadvantaged.
students.
SUGGESTIONS ALM C;L:a.^lII^T.^S:
The syrcposiuim covered the how, where, who, and what questions very well,
but barely and usually not at all did it consider WHY, and all the Political
and sociological gmstions that could be raised.
Maybe zwt time you could have a day like today was and then have a
2nd day cihere the students can do inta^nsive study and gather information
on a more specific field.
I wanted to find out rrore about worn astronauts or just find out
about what other jobs there are for woman.
Reeded more actions.
Scholarship information would be nice.
Needs rmm information on what qualifications you need and just how you
go about entering a career isa space technology.
The lunch was awful.
I think that this symposium was geared too low on too basic a level.
People are capable of handling things on a higher level, and to have
it this low made it slightly baring.
Make the discussions more interesting.
The symposium told me nothing I did not already know, with the
possible exception. of the information concerninq the space shuttle.
-1.31--
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GE NEPAL, POSITIVE:
I think it was. good. Got to go!
I think the way in which you set up the classes was very good and they
gave a lot of information. I hope you give more of these.
It was a good show. lovely!
I feel that it was an excellent opportunity for any student interested
in science to get sufficient exposure and knowledge of what the field
has to offer.
I was greatly informed - I liked the small groups, it made it easier.
Cl arice Lolich was great at her presentation. Good flicks - bring
it back again. I hope that there wasn't a lot of money spent for the
propaganda.
This was one of the most enjoyable days of learning experience I've
paxticipa-lbed in. As Nichel-l e Nichols - WOM!
Fascinating and fun.
bURE!!
SMALL GROUP PRESENTATIONS:
Have t1n small presentations. more geared towards careers instead of
generalities. Cover the requirenients of NASA jobs.
I think meticulous care should be made in order for an individual not
to go to the same session twice.
Should let students chcose vftiat small group presentations they wish to
go to.. The program was very informative and interesting.
Some small group presentations that were extremely Interesting were
too short. I wanted to stay longer! Students should choose their
own small group.. Have a 10 minu-L-- break between arrival, and lunch.
=,OR= EZIPHASIS:
Get more minorities interested and bring in real astronauts and scientists
involved with the space shuttle.
The. minorities bit .was carried too far. I was under the i=ression
-133-
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	 that you only wanted wren and minorities. Isn't that discrimination?
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I came because I'm in a class on prejudice. The note you sent out was
extremely anti-white male. So I came for a class project.
SZJ 3=1ONS & COMMENTS:
Shouldn't be as mixed up.
The material presented was interesting, but sad not to be well
coordinated, and was taught at a too basic level. Personally,
nothing what so ever new was learned.
The problem with svn=siums like this is that thevY re unreal. All of
the neato spectacular achievements are shcf^m, but the "meat" of the
career, the type of thing you would actually be doing on the job, is
passed over. I recommend nnre info on actual duties of the career. Day
to day work!
1) Keep large groups zrore isolated. 2) Have sane way to "sync" watches.
3) No time to ask questions 2) TCo much traffic in and out during
presentations because of poor time sessions.
Need the ability of a more open student selection of presentations. Urge
presentations needs help. Need intimacy and relaxed air of the small
ones. Information needs to be much slower. Larger lunch break and
more information about the agenda and procedure. The Nichelle
Nichols play was informative and an attention getter.  The symposium)
needs presentations of this type.
It was a good idea to have it but some of the large group presentations
were long. Should be a little better organized next tire.
Needs more go. Get daan to the student interests. it was run OK. I
wish to bee-a pilot someday.
Less military, more civilian routes to a career.
Incredible lack of perspective on social iirplications of technological
spending, of att, -ts by NASA to justify itself and the outlandish
spending it is responsible for.
If you're going to have Nichese Nichols commit herself, and publicize
her appearance, you shouldn't let her get away on "other business."
That's very bush and I think it put a blemish on your whole program.
The exhibits were great.
I felt sort of shut out as a white male giber of the SY mlposium. I also
think score of the lecturers had Their head up their. ass. They were
rat prepared or very well inforred on the topic.
APPENDIX T
	
^a	 SPEAKER'S PROFILE
Robert W. MacVicar
F
	
q ua	 Dr. Robert MacVicar is President of Oregon State University, Oregon's
oldest public institution of higher learning. He has held this position
since July 1, 1970.
He recei'v'ed his bachelor's degree from the University of Wyoming,
f,
his master's degree in chemistry from Oklahoma State University, and
his doctorate in biochemistry from the University of Wisconsin. He
graduated with highest honors from the University of Wyoming in 1939
and was chosen as a Rhodes Scholar. Other positions he has held include
Professor of Chemistry, bean of the Graduate School, and Vice President
of Academic Affairs at Oklahoma State University.
Currently , Dr. MacVicar is serving as a member of the American
Council on Education's new Commission on Leadership Development in
	
`	 Higher Education. In 1971 he was named to the Oregon Committee for
Selection of Rhodes Scholars. Currently he is a member of several
professional organizations and belongs to two major academic honor
F_
societies, phi Kappa Phi., and Phi Beta Kappa.
i
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APPMAMIX U
SPEAKER' S PROFILE
Peter H. Chen
Mr. Chen is Deputy Assistant Administrator for Equal Opportunity
Programs at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Headquarters,
Washington, D.C. He received, his Bachelor of Science degree from Howard
University, Washington, D.C. and did post graduate work at the American
University in Washington. Some of the other positions he has held within
the federal personnel management structure are Salary and Wage Analyst
with the U.S. Army and Bureau of Prisons, Position Classification and
Job Analyst for the U.S. Caribbean Command, and Acting Director of
Civilian Personnel for the 15th Naval. District.
While in the Canal zone, Mr. Chen was honored as the "U.S. Citizen
of the Year' in 1961.
As Deputy Assistant Administrator for E.O.P., he is responsible
to the Assistant Administrator for supervising the effective develop-
ment and monitoring of a national agency--wide Civil Rights Program.
Fredrick J. Burgess
Dean Burgess is Dean of the School of Engineering at Oregon State
University.
He received his Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering
at OSU and a Master's degree in Sanitary Engineering from Harvard
University.
He has also served in the capacity of Acting Assistant Dean of
Engineering, Assistant to the Dear of Engineering, and Head of the
Department a^ Civil Engineering. He has been a consultant to various
federal agencies such as the U.S. Public Health Service, U.S. Forest
Service, and Federal Water Pollution Control Administration.
Additionally, he belongs to several professional societies; has
received professional recognition and awards; has served on various
committees, commissions, and boards; and has published numerous
books and articles in his professional field.
I
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Careers in space campus topic
OSU and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration will present an
April 27 -28 symposium on campus for
about 800 junior high, high school and
community college students, mostly
minorities and females.
Barbra Bowman. a member of the
university's Educational Opportunities
Program, developed the symposium
proposal and will be the director_ EOP
focuses on help for minorities.
Barbra
Bowman
NASA is providing $28,300 to fund the
symposium, plus space shuttle and
satellite communications displays and
demonstrations.
"The symposium is designed to show i
females and minorities that there is a
place for them in science and
engineering,	 inlcuding	 such
sophisticated work as space activities,"
Mrs. Bowman emphasized.
The April 2; program will be for junior
high school students drawn from within a
100-mile radius of the campus, she said.
High school and community college
students and counselors from throughout
the state will participate on April 28.
Career opportunities will be
dramatized during [he symposium. Mrs.
Bowman explained. Nichelle Nichols,
one of the stars of the TV space series,
Star Trek. will be one of the speakers. An
astronaut tentativel y is scheduled to
participate also.
The OSU symposium is one of the first
half dozen of its kind in the countr y
 and
the first in the far West. Mrs. Bowman
observed. The symposium title is
"!Mother Earth. Father Skv, Nhat's In It
for 'Me?"
OREGON STATER, March 1977, Page 1
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Corvallis Gazette Times, 3-12-77
Star Trek's Lt. U .I-iu
-- 
-lans ft., ture i n spe ace
By Vt-gfnia Rankin
Of The Gazette -Times
Lt. Uhura, the beautiful com-
munications officer in the television
series Star Trek, usually was dic-
tured quietly pushing buttons at an
electronic console. She was an
educated, composed and efficient
career woman.
Nichelle Nichols, actress, singer
and dancer, who portrayed Lt.
Uhura on the screen, was in Cor-
vallis briefly Friday. She is an ex-
plosive bundle of energy, who came
on strong from the moment she gave
a hand shake with the grip of an arm
wrestler.
She came here with other
representatives of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion to complete plans for a two-day
space symposium being presented
April 27 and 28 in cooperation with
Oregon State University.
Nichols said that she was just a
• shell of Lt. Uhura when she began
- the characterization with the
"-:atiginal Star Trek cast more than 10
years ago.
"The television part just meant a
silver Jaguar, a home in Beverly
Hills and a nez-. wardrobe to me at
first."
Then, she said she realized that
Abe had a responsibility to get across
ao others "and that this character
and the script was bigger than me
and my dreams.
"And that's what this space sym-
posium is all about: to motivate
---young persons to think, to educate
themselves into a useful career, so
that they can join a colony out in the
galaxies, our new frontier," Nichols
said.
...-.-Nichols and a partner, Shirley
Bryant, two years ago started
Women in Motion. Inc., to further
equal opportunities for women and
minorities. The corporation makes
educational films to redirect
thoughts toward careers relevant to
We in a space colony.
.For her part in the forthcoming
sytposium, Nichols has contracted
with NASA to write and direct a
drama about.how life on earth is in-
terelated with the space age.
The cast for this drama has been
selected from talented teen-agers of
all races studying with the Rockwell
International Research Center in
California.
Working with Nichols on the s ym-
posium are Barbara Bowman,
recruiting counselor for Coordinated
Education Opportunity at OSU, and
Willie L. White Jr.. chief of Equal
Opportunity Programs at NASA's
Ames Research Center, Moffett
Field, Calif.
White said that young people need
to be exposed to the current space
exploration and research to learn
how it affects their lives.
"For instance," White said, "The
pacemaker used by persons with a
heart problems is the result of
research conducted at NASA."
At the symposium m April on the
OSU campus, the number of career
opportunities will be dramatized and
there will be displays, such as a
model of a space colony and the
space shuttle ship, and different
departments of the university will
have related exhibits. as will private
contractors.
NASA is providing r.18,30U to pay
for this symposium, which is one of
the first six of its kind being produc-
ed in the nation. OSU's is the first
one scheduled on the West Coast.
"Preparing ourselves for the
future on our frontiers in the galax-
ies is what its all about," said
Nichols.
She aspires to be aboard that first
available shuttle ship, which, she
said, will help build a stairway to the
stars.
Gazette-Mmes Phoro by Tam Women
Nichelle Nichols, Lt. Uhura of Star Trek fame
WCE^ I
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Stor Trekker to beam down in Salem
ii
	Salem fans of television's "Star	 National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
	
Trek" series will get to meet one of the 	 istration. She will return to Oregon
	
program's featured players today in	 April 27.28 for a NASA symposium at
	
the person of Nichelle Nichols, "Lt.	 Oregon State University in Corvallis.
Uhuru" of the Slarship Enterprise
cmtiv	 F.-: visit to Salem will start with an
8:30 a.m. talk to the house Education
	
Miss Nichols is visiting Oregon this 	 Committee in Capitol }tearing Room D,
	
week in connection with her current 	 followed by a visit to the sessions of
	
job — aublic relations f:­, NASA, the	 both the He-tse and Senate, between
10:30 and 11 a.m., a noon talk in the
quad of Chemeketa Community Col-
lege, a 1:10 p.m. visit to South Salem
High School and a 1:45 p.m, visit at
Leslie Junior High School. She'll talk to
classes at both schools, going to Cor-
vallis on "Thursday for more of the
same.
Miss Nichols will emphasize educa-
tion in NASA-related fields of science
and technology during her visit to
Oregon, but lists :terself as also having
careers as an actress, lecturer, com-
poser and entertainer. She's the foun-
der of YNeste, an organization devoted
to the training of women, and Women
in Motion, which deals with the "hu-
manization of space." She's also on the
hoard of directors of the National
Space Invitute.
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` Star Trek' star visits Salem,
p romotes space pragrom
By MIKE Uu pGNT War ill the synifloblom. Bar- 	 fur minority pallet Inslruc-
Urgw• Si...mu. arporrcr lwra hummlrl.	 liol.
Mute than sls years al In	 the	 days	 Inllowhlg
	
Tile company Is current-
ter the popular television the Star ' Trek series, Miss	 ly producing u half hour
series "Star Trek"	 Is•as Nichols has been active as	 lerlmo drama	 to be per-
camelul, l.t. Uhunr tit the lecturer, composer, writer	 funned at the synllmsiuln.
Starslaip Lntelpalse is still and priducer, but her cur- 	 The show will lie aillied at
espluriug	 strange	 new rent Interest is selling the	 capturing youth interest In
N tit Ids. sluce program to youth. 	 tILL• sp:LCC lield.
Nichelle	 Nichols,	 who She sees vast employ-	 pill no nailer while she
Ifrayed the female cum- ment	 opportunities cgwri-	 dues or where she goes,
lnunicativars ulhcer in that ing up wlrh the initiation	 Nichelle Nichols is tvineui.
show,	 Was
	 ill	 Salenl or u space bhotlle pro-	 bered as Le. Mum
Wednesday to prumute u gram, espectaily for nth	 "Any time you develop
Iwu-d;ly Sp.lce Symposium rarities and women.	 a characler 1hal strong, 11
ul Oregon State Universily During her lour ill theAdlaws you for the rest of
Aped 27-Qt U S. as a rcpresenlaUve of	 V  life no multer AlialThe syagiusiurn is ex- Women	 In Motion, Inc., 	 You do," she said.peered to Wing more Chun and the National Aerunau- 	 "She Is like any great.
800	 junior	 high,	 high tics and Spare Adnunislru- 	 great-greal	 granddaugh-
school,	 and	 (auunlaily tlon, she stresses to youth
	
ler.	 I Ieel a real  imach-
collcge	 sludems	 to	 the the ftnpurlunce of loath	 ment	 and	 cornmilmcnt
Oregon State campus lu
and science in preparation
	
there.	 I	 guess she'll a)-
Ineel
	
with	 Silentists alld fur career n In] pace re-	 ways be a part of my life.
engineers, who will discuss starch and lechnulugy.	 "And	 I	 ILulk	 I'd bejab upporronittes to the disappointed
	 If	 It	 wasn't
space field, said the three- ]let	 assuclailml	 with	 Ilea[ way."
NASA began over n year
ago,	 when	 she	 once	 a
NASA represenealice at it
Star Trek convention.
T "I had always teen in.
leresied ill science," situ
sad, "but II had no relev-
"' enre to me, and I had no
place in a
became quickly con-
vi
She
r'
L-4.
nced of its relevance and
p
olifmOuniWes.
Women In Manpower,
Inc., Is a	 plinlucllon Illin
company	 Miss	 Nlchuls
lormed	 Willi	 Shirley
y
en
i ltryam Keith la make On-
ty t, canon.al motivational films
G[] i'
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Space Symposium
to be held
By MART FLOYD
Barometer Writer
w
"Mother Earth, Father Sky", a space symposium, will Le
held on campus Wednesday and Thursday. The symposium, co.
sponsored by the Educational Opportunities Program (EOP)
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), is to provide career information and opportunities Ln
conjunction with NASA, according to Barbara Bowman, of the
EOP.
The symposium will be attended by junior high and high
school- students, said Bowman. Small group sessions will be held
for the students in various meeting room in the MU on both
days.
A L,ere will be at least 400 students on the firs day and over
500 on the second," said Bowman. "We even had a call from Las
Vegas, Nev., from a student who had heard about the sym-
posium and wanted to come to Oregon State."
Featured guests for Lhe symposium will be Bruce Mc-
Candless and Nichelle Nichols. McCandless, an astrona ! ;t un
training for possible selection on a space shuttle fli lgl:L, will
address an evening session on "The Reality of Manned Space
Flight" fjr the pubt'.° Wednesday from i to 9 p.m. in the MU
Ballroom. ; iichoL, known for her portrayal of Lt. Uhura on Star
Trek, will make her presentation, "What's in it for me?" to the
students both days.
The space symposium is unique in that it is the first of its
kind in tl' a West and it's the first time one has been he;d with
small group sessicns, according to Bowman. A large number of
it dustries will be present for Lhe small group sessions and in-
vitations have been extended to several people.
"The governor has been invited." said $owman, "ard many
people from NASA headquarters L': Washington are coming.
"There will also be people from Boeing, Hewlett-Packard,
Rockwell International, Georgia Pacific, Pacific Northwest Pell
and Bonneville Power."
In addition to the Wednesday night presentation by Mc-
Candless, a special session will be held for OSU students and
staff from 3:30 to 5 prn. Wednesday in the MIJ BaLrc_m. There
will also be exhibits and displays following the prese ntaticns.
Bowman emphasized that there are many career op-
portunities associated with NAwA that fall outside the realm of
the space industry.
"We think of NASA as just space," she said. "There's all
^-a kinds of spinoffs from NASA; medical, land resources. In fact
OSU and Ames Research Center (of NASA) are jointly doing
land resource projects. The tansy ragwort study is one."
NASA has ccntracts with universities for qualified students
to work as irterps, said Bowman. "We've already got an
engineering contract with NASA."
Various media have already expressed interest in the
_y
	
symposium, according to Connie Fullerton, publicity director
for the symposium.
"We've already begin covered on all the talk shows," said
Fullerton, "and KGW-TV and KATU of Portland will be
covering the symposium."
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A symposium about space and career
opportunities there for young persons
will take place on the Oregon State
University campus Wednesday and
Thursday.
The program is being sponsored by the
university and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, the latter
which has provided ==,300 to pay for the
event.
More than 1,000 high school and com-
munity college students within a 100-
mile radius of the OSU campus will at-
tend the two-day symposium.
The only event open to the public is a
talk by Bruce McCandless who has been
a U.S. astronaut since !966. He will
speak from 7-9 p.m. Wednesday in the
Memorial Union ballroom. McCandless
will speak about "The Reality of Manned
Space Flight." He is stationed at the
Lvndon B. Johnson Space Center in
Houston. Following his talk, the public
may view variots displays related to
space, such zs moon rocks brought to
earth by the astronauts on the Apollo 15
mission, satellite communications
equipment and ^ space shuttle ship.
Participating in the symposium will be
Nichelle Nichols, who portrayed Lt.
Uhura on tl:e television series, "Star
Trek."
The ictress was hired by the
aerona :t cs and space administration to
write and direct a drama about how life
on earth is interelated with the space
age.
•• Nichols will bring a group of young ac-
tots representing all races and currently
studying drama in California under the
High School Talent Search, ln,^..
Nichols sees space colonies forming a
stairvay to planets, some of which she
believes are inhabited.
"Why shouldn't there be other beings
living on o0er planets? We're here on
earth, aren't we?" Nichols said, when
she spent a day early in March in Cor-
vallis - arranging for the space sym-
posium at OSU.
Sh hopes to be aboard one of the first
space shuttle ships, which will transport
earthlings to a station in space where a
colony can be established.
The main thrust of the symposium on
campus will be, to tell and shoes' young
persons the. many _diiferent types of
r`1 4.A
Bruce Mc :'andless
"We want to make certain that there
won't be any racial or cultural dis-
criminations in the space colonies.
There will be work for everyone and they
can start right now training for
whatever type of job appeals to them.
The job opportunities are limitless,"
Nichols said.
--44-
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QSU plans space
Mdre than SM Oregon junior high,
!sigh scl:ocJ, and community college
students •,vtll paricpate in a Space and
Engineering SyTnpcsium at Oregon
State '"ver.ry an April 27 and M
The goal of :he .rympowurn is to get
young p_' pie interested in careers in
space re;2srch and technology said the
symposium's director BarDara Bow-
man.
M& Buwman said the first day will
Le spent working with junior high
school students only. The program
involves an appeara'tce by an astro-
.1aur, ;r-e entations of 3 Space shurlle
ana COMMUniC3E1OnS satellite, and
workshops whe-a groups of 30 studens
meet to talk •Huh ehgmeers and scicr-
symposium
High school and ct:mm_r'ty ccilege
students come in t.'te second day !cr a
similar program. site said.
The symposium is beire co- sponsored
by the Educational Opportunity Pro-
gam. at Oregon Stain and the Natiunal
Aeronautics and S pace Aemiristra-
tiCn 's Aims Research Carter at Stot.et
Air Base in Califoraa, she said.
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OSURIASA SPACE SYMPOSIUM,
.'m April 2 -:3, the Educatto0:L Oppartumities Pro-
ir: ac CStI 
and 
_.%a :fat iaral Aeroaauc ies and Space
AGatlniattatlan are co ,ipcesoring a :pace Syepos i=
to `.e veld 1n tie MU'on ca=-'iva. The purpete of the
ccnference is :o eaceurags atud.acv co ranaider sei-
enee and en!ircert_i; as possttile Cacto a.
3arhra 3ovaan, p Oenos: cf the =i •versicy's ?du-
eacional Opportmities ? rograa, developed :1e s;Wpo-
stua proposal and vial be the director. ECP foeuaea
on help for .1rorities.
The CS0 svmposiui la One of toe 'teat Self dot[a
of ::s kind a :he co m:_17 and :h: first is the tar
Was— Mrs. 3ovri¢
 oeseived. -!te ar•poeta title 'a
'Bother EArth, Father Skv, .'hat ' s In It for „e?"
For fur. .er iaSorm: clan, crncacc 3srhra Bowman,
Svsposlum Cicecror, av Diane Clavtoo, Symposia
I rdinacor, x:999.
O.S. U, S7tJ.-F h Ew.s LE77"
.,pr;!
The Oregon Statesman, Sciem, Ore., Wed., Acni 27, ;971, 38
-.^ pace careers meet set
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CORVALLIS - More than I.DW jen• cnelle Nichols. one of the stars of the
+^5 tar high, high school and community TV space senes, "Star Trek," will be
}^ college students - most minorities and among	 lie speakers.I	 ,
:
females - are expected at Oregon Only event open to the public will be
State Unwersily Wednesday and Thurs . the Wednesday night program int:Wd-
f day for a Space Symposium emphasiz- ing a talk by Bruce McCandless.
ing career apportu. Ues. ye3roid NASA astronaut. NcCareiess
s The symposium is sponsored by OSU ..ill discuss "The Realities of Harmed^
and
	 the	 National	 Aeronautics
	 and Spa e Fligh	
,, in -heis a 7 p.m. speech,
1	 .3 Space AW	 NASA it pspace Stemoral Union ballrocm.s ing	 toffund theO0 to ( e event, plus space McCandless is one of 19 astronauts
selected by NASA in 1966. He was inA7
tie
shuttle	 Ord- satellite
	 communication
displays and demons[ranorts. the support crew at Apollo I/ mission
% The	 wiil meetyoung peocle
	 in small
and was backup pilot for the Skylabt
groups with specLaiiscs from NASA and
other government agezc:es and prvate
nussion.
Visitors	 also	 will	 be able to view
exhibits,
	 the
3RUCE McCA`DLESS
ndustry to !earn about career opportu-
several NASA
	 including
disp lay
 of a moon rock brought back to
nines in science and en_inee=g. Ni- earth in the Apollo IS mismon.
i	 l	 I	 I	 i.	 f.._
. -
	
.^. _--.^ .. -
—	 +asef.r	 nr. N rat, wan...
Rocks brcugh from 73^<,000 ni!n away by astroncuts on Me Apollo 15 mis-
sion were displayed at Oregon Slate University, where c three-day spate sym-
posium fir high school students enas !ecey..Moon rucks encesed in picssic ere in
ucpef right of this picture.
may l:elo r,.aakind avoid Jus=%rm about are cent cot of every federal
food shcraaes." dol!ar spent. He said that the 3d-
ministration'3 budget for this; -ar u
We also will be able to determire is.o billion.
.where t*,ere are mineral deposits jb Fall think that Is evae ^.sive?
and under: cillid wafer and how We!l how about	 the	 1140 : illion
much crater to ex.ect fran the budget
	 thls
	
year	 for heai a and
runoffs	 of	 accumulated
	
snow wel:are?"packs." McCandless said that he used to
He said L'at getting sank data :r wa ry	about	 radiation	 waste
day requires many successive aerial matenals from ruciear parts an
photairraphs
	 as	 well	 as	 sending each.
teams of scientists into the field for " But now, w ith our rpace shuttle
gat`.erng:.'sformatian, cargo shits, I vt.^3!i:e our taken:g
McCandless told he students tbat the 'hot wastes' into space and dum-L~ e National Aeronautics and Space -; :tg	 them.	 7hev	 wcu != 	 "_e	 dis-
. = dminis *ratian prg am was ccst.ng integrated b y the sin."
0
!1 ^ 1!y Virginia Rankin
n a The e ,u[u-stun,
11 ^^ How about Ulting the famfly vaca-
K tion In space?
• 1 or how about planning a career as
a sciexe technician wno warks !r a
Skylab, positored in space between
Le moon are earth?
High	 school	 students	 f rom	 the
W1!lamette	 Valley	 were	 told
Wedaesdav that they wouid have the
w opportunity to do these things, but
I `:L
not :lot away.
Bruce McCaridlem, a as-year-old
d astronaut	 with	 the	 space	 shuttle
0 v
prograttt of the tiaticnal Aetonaudc3
Ind
	 Space	 Admtnistrauan,	 told
E
.'^
stadents .hat a job in a Aylah might
be possible wlthin six vein, butVacaL• ons in spar- probably won't be
I a reality
 for another M yearsI 7%e students ate attending the
space	 symiacsium on :be Oret:n
I State University campus and listen-
I a^ ing to employes of the space ad-
r unintrauon.
C.
y [1 the students have to do 
i
become eligible fur working in
 space
program is to acquire at least a
4
t
v
1
6:che!or of science degree pad, it
they want to work in outer space, be
i `^'i •
in excellent pbysical condition, they
Y K ('^
plrl we re toid.
i fir! "livingMcCandless sa
id that	 in
s pace	 to	 the	 future	 will	 be	 no
different than our life on earth. Here
we have to educate cu:-,eives apd
{ j learn to accept "-donsibilities..3.id
we are charged with keeping our
J pt3tset clean and ingar] workicg! a J order." T'e same will a pply m We to
a space calory, he said.
The aatTraut said that Lhe space
s
6
# 1
v t
y
}v
pr nog	 r.. his emphasized research
space flight and 3111-VIVal but that
raw there is an ef!ort todeveiep ser•
vices to enr..nce life on each.
t j ^;' McCandless mid, in reference to
the energy shortag, "Well, the solu-
tics to that is utilising solar ener¢v."
He exp lained Sow satellites could
3 be use.: to gather solar energy in or-
'bit and -team it dc • m to tr_•ti:-tag1 st.^Hans an earth, wtere the eaergv
could be disuibwed for •:se in in
arstnes, bus(nes ies a_4 restdenual
lsarres.
He ta'-ked of how satellites In C tit
;aty er	 d_ita	 on	 earth	 by	 takilig
pootcgraphbc !rages in ba ids of
I !ignt and convert the :rages w radio
j mgnais. wa:cb are tent to tie ground
so ..fat corrputers can teenst.^act
the images:
:dcCard!ess showed slides of con-
verted	 aateilite
	 image°.
	
The
'[,_dens saw heathy vegetation in
t	 i one part of the world. compared to
disused craps. which looked gray
Instead of _rren, is a t-other country
i He said that a witeUne can take
visible surveys of ever, area of _he
globe every 10 days.
"9elnq -ble to take a cbo survev
ronsistanuy	 t: r aah,ut
	 '.:%e wor!d
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By JOYCE HABERMN
Barometer Writer
A two-day symposium, "Mother Earth,
Father Sky", sponsored by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
t to expose primarily minority and women
students to careers in scientific and
engineering fields, brought nearly 800 to the
campus Wednesday and Thursday.
Con ing from junior and senior high schouis,
cc- nnunity colleges and universities in the
state, students attended presentations put on
by eight ind-31 ries and several professors from
OSU in rooms throughout the MU.
It was the first time a symposium of this
sort had been Lold in the West, according to
Barbra Bowman, symposium director and
educational opportunity program coordinator.
nowmun wrote to NASA in August formally
proposing a program like this and asking for
funds to support it.
of engineering and .:fence have been held in
the nation, said Bowman.
NASA's support, amounting to $28 ,300, was
used in part to transport, house and provide
meals for the studenL9.
Picked Ly school instructors to attend the
symposium, the students listened tQ presen-
taLions that covered topics in aviation, biology,
economics, chemistry, planetary exploration
and engineering.
At the end of each day, students filled crt
evaluations expressing their feelings towards .
the day 's presentations.
Saying it was generally positive, Bowmal
deemed the program "sssccessfid".
"Hopefully students will become arare of
all the fields open to them," she said. "Maybe
they will look mire serivaL;y at the math and
the science -oriented courses in school now if
they are interested in any of these careers."
Companies besides NASA that gave
presentations included Rockwell International,
"They liked the idea and agreed to fund it," Boeing, Hewlett-Packard Corporation, Pacific
said Bowman. Only three or four other sym- Northwest Bell, Bonneville Power Ad-
posiums directed towards women in the fields ministration and Georgia Pacific Corporation.
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NASA two-day symposium ;^
covers science careers
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SIMPOSIUM DIRECIMS
Willie L. White, Chief, Equal Cpportunities Programs Office
National Aeronautics and Space Administration/Arms Research Center
Barbra Bowman, Counseling-Recruiting Ccordinatcr
Educational. Opportunities Pra ram, Oregon State University
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Peter Chen, Deputy Assistant, Equal
Opportunity Programs, NASA Headquarters,
Washington, D.C. recaives registration
packet frc m Judy Murray, S^7q)osium
Secretary.
Teadhers receiving registration
packets at registration table.
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REGISTRATION FOR NASA/OSU S`YbTOSITM
I^^mrial Union, Oregon State University
Diane Clayton, Symposium Coordinator
at registration table,
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DRAMA PREM=ION
"MIat's In It ror Me?"
li
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Cast of the play from
High School Talent Search, Inc.
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SMLL C2'RWP PRESENTATIONS
Garth Hull , NAWArres Research Center and
Roscoe Monroe, Washington Headquarters
explaining the procedures for the day.
.... A
Calvin Pitts, Aeronautics Lecturer NASA/Ames
Research Center, presenting a session entitled,
"Ye? Aviation? ;%-,,y !Tot?. 11
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Tborms Nanomaritube, Cooperative Educa-
tion student and Kathy Mc-lehouse,
Assistant Personnel Manager, NASA/.km--s
Research Center, presenting session
entitled, "E}^loring Careers with NASA.
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Research CenLer wit-h stud -zits after
his presentation, "The Space Trans-
portation System."	
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Clarice lolich, Space Sciences Lecturer, NASA/Ames
Research Center in a discussion with students
after her presentation, "Identified Flying CDjeCtS-
Airhame and Space-borne.''
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EfMBITS
Display by Innyviron nroental Remote Sensim
Applications Laboratory, Oregon State J
University.
Students viewing the Space Shuttle exhibit
provided by Fockwell International.
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NStudent-, viewing the exhibits.
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Miriam W. Orzech, Director, Educational OpportunitiesProgram, Oregon State University, in a discussion withHarald Thaxes, 
Manager of Cammuniiy Interface Programsfor the B-1 Division and Charles Toledo, Ehgineer, ofRockwell International.
Ray Thiess, SPecialist, Science Education, regaz Dept.of Education with William
	
?Horvath Space ScienceNASA/Ames Research Center. 	 LeCttxer,
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Dr. Hans Mark, Director, NALWAmas search Center,
featured guest speaker, presents a high--altitude,
infrared photograph of the Corvallis area to Stuart
E. Knapp, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Oregon
State University.
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1^1': -L -Ly tester, a student in the Educational ...OPpox'tuniti.c-s PT, ram at Oregon State University
demr^nstrating one n; the physical contests engagedin by people of E5}cu'o Tndian background. Billy°stom ^s ^^, Alaska.
Or ^
► a ^cano dance group frm Independence,,Oregon , enterting banquet guests.
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Rod i,.ightner, a student in the Educational Opp3r-
tunities Program at Oregon State University,
perforning one of his many impersonations of
famous people. Rod's home is in Oakland, Calif.
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The "Mother Earth, Father Sky" Symposium was made possible with
funds from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
A program of this nature requires the participation and perseverance
of many people in the planning, delivery, and evaluative stages. We
are grateful to all those who Caere involved.
We wish to acknowledge the contributions of Roscoe Monroe, Symposium
Assistant Director, NASA Headquarters; Hans Mark, Director, Ames Research
Center; and Willie L. White, Jr., Symposium Director, NASA-Ames Research
i
Center.
Further, we are pleased to recognize the support and assistance at
Oregon State University from Stewart Knapp, Dean, Undergraduate Studies;
Miriam Orzech, Director, Educational Opportunities Program and the Sympo-
siumBoard of Advisor's; especially the efforts of Ralph Shay, Assistant
Dean of Research; and Harold Livingston, Director of Classroom T.V.
Special recognition must go to Diane Clayton, Symposium Coordinator,
and Judith Murray, Secretary, whose sustained efforts throughout the
weeks of preparation, implementation, and compilation of this final report
have been significant.
The success of the "Mother Earth, Father Sky" Symposium can be
attributed to the combined efforts of those at the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration and Oregon State University, who worked so
closely together.
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